
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

IBRAHIM OSMAN IBRAHIM IDRIS,
Detainee, Guantanamo Bay Naval Station,

MOHAMMED IDRIS,
Next Friend,

Petitioners,

v.

BARACK H. OBAMA,
President of the United States, et al.,

Respondents.

Civil Action No. 05-1555 (RCL)

MOTION OF PETITIONER FOR JUDGMENT
ON HIS PETITION FOR A WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS

For the reasons stated in the accompanying memorandum of law, Petitioner

Ibrahim Idris, by and through his undersigned counsel, respectfully moves this Court to

(i) grant his petition for the writ of habeas corpus and (ii) order Respondents to take all

necessary and appropriate diplomatic steps to facilitate his immediate repatriation to

Sudan.

A proposed order is attached.

Dated: June 28, 2013 Respectfully submitted,

_s/ Jennifer R. Cowan__________________
Jennifer R. Cowan, Esq.
Debevoise & Plimpton LLP
919 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022
(212) 909-6000
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

IBRAHIM OSMAN IBRAHIM IDRIS,
Detainee, Guantanamo Bay Naval Station,

MOHAMMED IDRIS,
Next Friend,

Petitioners,

v.

BARACK H. OBAMA,
President of the United States, et al.,

Respondents.

Civil Action No. 05-1555 (RCL)

MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF PETITIONER’S MOTION FOR
JUDGMENT ON HIS PETITION FOR A WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS

INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to the Supreme Court decision in Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, Respondents may

only detain Petitioner for the purpose of preventing him from returning to the battlefield.

Petitioner’s long-term severe mental illness and physical illnesses make it virtually

impossible for him to engage in hostilities were he to be released, and both domestic law

and international law of war explicitly state that if a detainee is so ill that he cannot return

to the battlefield, he should be repatriated. When interpreted in accordance with

domestic law and the principles of international law, the Authorization for the Use of

Military Force (“AUMF”) does not permit the continued detention of Mr. Idris. His

petition for a writ of habeas corpus should be granted and Respondents should be ordered
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to take all necessary and appropriate diplomatic steps to facilitate his immediate

repatriation to Sudan.

BACKGROUND

A. Procedural History

Petitioner’s petition for habeas corpus was filed pro se with the Court on August

2, 2005. Dkt. No. 1. Counsel was appointed to represent Petitioner in November 2005.

Minute Order dated November 9, 2005. In meetings with counsel in 2008, Petitioner was

completely non-communicative. In January 2009, based on Petitioner’s continuing lack

of communication and other behavior which, in counsel’s non-medical opinion, was

indicative of mental illness, counsel moved for the appointment of Petitioner’s brother as

next friend. Dkt. No. 158. In February 2009, Petitioner’s counsel filed an emergency

motion for a psychological evaluation of Petitioner and for access to his medical records.

Dkt. No. 169. In connection with those motions, the Court ordered an evaluation of

Petitioner by a military psychiatrist, who submitted a forensic evaluation dated April 21,

2009 (the “Forensic Evaluation”) (redacted copy attached hereto as Exhibit A).1 The

forensic evaluation represents the most complete information available to counsel for

Petitioner regarding Petitioner’s health. Counsel for Respondents provided a brief update

on Petitioner’s health via email on March 7, 2013 (the “March 2013 Report”), which is

attached hereto as Exhibit B.

1 A redacted copy of the Forensic Evaluation is attached as an exhibit because the
identities of the medical personnel disclosed in the document have been designated
by Respondents as protected information.
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In November 2009, Petitioner was cleared for transfer by the Review Panel of the

Guantanamo Review Task Force. See Dkt. No. 264 (Notice filed by Respondents that

Petitioner’s transfer status was no longer deemed protected information). On December

18, 2009, the Court granted under seal Respondents’ motion to stay the case based on

Petitioner’s transfer status and allowed either party to move “for cause shown” to lift the

stay. See Dkt. No. 234; Dkt. No. 269 (unsealing the Order staying the action).

On June 11, 2013, the Court granted Petitioner’s unopposed motion to lift the stay

so that Petitioner could file this motion for judgment. Dkt. No. 269.

B. Petitioner Has Suffered From Severe
Mental and Physical Illness For Many Years

Soon after Petitioner was brought to Guantanamo in January 2002, he was

diagnosed with schizophrenia and during the course of his detention has developed a

number of serious physical conditions. Forensic Evaluation at 3-4, 7. In 2009, the

military psychiatrist observed that Petitioner’s thought processes and speech were

“grossly disorganized” and that he suffers from auditory and visual hallucinations which

“command[] a great deal of his limited attention.” Id. at 7. The military psychiatrist

concluded that Petitioner was “operating in a delusional reality system, with little

foundation in his real-world circumstances” and that he lacked “focus and attention to his

actual surroundings” and instead gave his “ongoing attention to and focus on internal

stimuli.” Id. at 8. In the opinion of the military psychiatrist, Petitioner’s mental illness
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limited his ability to communicate because he was incoherent and unable “to effectively

communicate either verbally or with non-verbal techniques.” Id.2

In 2009, Petitioner was also suffering from several long-term medical conditions

which limited his mobility and activities. In the Forensic Evaluation, the military

psychiatrist noted that Petitioner was morbidly obese and suffered from pitting edema (an

abnormal accumulation of liquid which results in swelling) and from problems with his

circulation, digestion, joint flexibility, blood sugar levels, and blood pressure. Id. at 3, 7.

In the intervening years, Petitioner’s mental and physical condition has

deteriorated. When counsel met with him, he was frequently non-communicative and

appeared to have gained more weight. In March 2013, counsel for Petitioner received an

update on his mental and physical condition from counsel for Respondents. According to

that report, he continues to suffer from schizophrenia, disorganized type and has “been

observed to display disorganized behavior such as wearing underwear on his head,

whispering to himself, moving his mouth as if he is responding to internal stimuli, and

laughing and singing out of context. He has also exhibited disorganized, incoherent, and

tangential thought process and nonsensical speech.” March 2013 Report. According to

Respondents, since 2009, Petitioner has refused medication for schizophrenia. Id.;

Forensic Evaluation at 4-7 (reflecting a pattern of Petitioner refusing medication for his

mental illness while at Guantanamo).

2 The descriptions of Petitioner’s behavior in the Forensic Report are consistent with
counsel’s observations of Petitioner.
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The concerns about Petitioners’ blood sugar level that were noted by the military

psychiatrist in 2009 have now become diabetes and Petitioner also has “hyperlipidemia”

(significantly heightened lipid levels). March 2013 Report. In addition, the March 2013

Report stated that Petitioner had been hospitalized since February 16, 2013, both for a

foot infection and because other detainees had grown less tolerant of his “psychotic

behavior.” Id.

ARGUMENT

I. The Government Does Not Have An Unfettered Right To Detain Petitioner

A. The Government May Detain Petitioner Solely
To Prevent Him From Returning To The Battlefield

The government’s right to detain Mr. Idris is based on the Authorization for the

Use of Military Force (“AUMF”), which permits the use of “all necessary and

appropriate force” against “nations, organizations, or persons” who planned the

September 11, 2011 terrorist attacks and those who harbored them. AUMF, Pub. L. 107-

40, § 2(a), 115 Stat. 224, 224 (2001). In Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, relying on “universal

agreement and practice” in international law, the Supreme Court interpreted the AUMF

as authorizing the detention of individuals subject to the AUMF for the duration of the

conflict because detention “is so fundamental and accepted an incident of war as to be an

exercise of the ‘necessary and appropriate force’ Congress has authorized the President to

use.” 542 U.S. 507, 518 (2004).

However, the Supreme Court concluded that detention is permitted only for the

limited purpose of “prevent[ing] captured individuals from returning to the field of battle
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and taking up arms once again.” Id. at 518-519 (citing Yasmin Naqvi, Doubtful

Prisoner-of-War Status, 84 Int'l Rev. Red Cross 571, 572 (2002)); see also Clark v.

Martinez, 543 U.S. 371 (2005) (inadmissible alien may not be detained indefinitely but

may only be detained for the period “reasonably necessary” to fulfill the purpose of the

underlying statute); Zadvydas v. Davis, 533 U.S. 678 (2001). Such detention is not penal

and “the object of capture is to prevent the captured individual from serving the enemy.

He is disarmed and from then on must be removed as completely as practicable from the

front, treated humanely and in time exchanged, repatriated or otherwise released.” In re

Territo, 156 F.2d 142, 145 (9th Cir. 1946) (quoted in Hamdi, 542 U.S. at 518) (emphasis

added). The determination of whether detention is justified should look at the individual

circumstances of the detainee, because “the position that the courts must forgo any

examination of the individual case and focus exclusively on the legality of the broader

detention scheme cannot be mandated by any reasonable view of separation of powers.”

Hamdi, 542 U.S. at 535-536 (Souter, J., concurring).

B. Domestic Law and The International Law Of War Recognize
That Seriously Ill Detainees Should Be Repatriated

In determining the parameters of detention under the AUMF, the Supreme Court

looked to “longstanding law-of-war principles.” Hamdi, 542 U.S. at 521. The United

States Circuit Court for the District of Columbia has also held that domestic law may

inform a determination of whether an individual can be detained. See Al Warafi v.

Obama, No. 11 Civ. 5276, 2013 WL 2278201, at * 2 (D.C. Cir. May 24, 2013).

Domestic law and international law both recognize that under specific circumstances,
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detainees should be repatriated prior to the end of hostilities. Specifically, both Army

Regulation 190-8 and the Third Geneva Convention recognize that an individual detainee

should be repatriated if he is seriously ill (or injured) and therefore cannot return to the

hostilities. See Dep’t of the Army, Army Reg. 190-8, Enemy Prisoners of War, Retained

Personnel, Civilian Internees, and Other Detainees (Oct. 1, 1997) (“Regulation 190-8”),

ch. 3, § 12; Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War art. 109-

10, Aug. 12, 1949, 6 U.S.T. 3316, 75 U.N.T.S. 135 (“Third Geneva Convention”). Here,

Petitioner’s significant mental and physical illnesses would make it impossible for him to

“return to the battlefield”3 and as his detention therefore serves no legitimate purpose,

there is no basis for his continued detention.

1. Army Regulation 190-8 Requires
The Repatriation Of Seriously Ill Detainees

Regulation 190-8 is domestic law, applicable to all branches of the military,

which “implements international law, both customary and codified, relating to EPWs

[enemy prisoners of war] . . . and ODs [other detainees]4 which includes those persons

held during military operations other than war.” Regulation 190-8 at ch.1, §1(b); see also

3 Petitioner’s activities prior to his detention are not at issue in this motion. Petitioner
does not concede that he ever participated in the “battle” (and it would therefore be
impossible for him to “return” to the battlefield), but nevertheless uses that
formulation because of its use in the relevant opinions and legal analysis.

4 The term “Other Detainees” is defined as “[p]ersons in the custody of the U.S.
Armed Forces who have not been classified as an EPW [enemy prisoner of war]
(article 4, GPW), RP [retained person] (article 33, GPW), or CI [civilian internee]
(article 78, GC).” Regulation 190-8 Appendix B, Section II “Terms.” Regulation
190-8 requires that Other Detainees be treated as EPWs until a legal status is
ascertained by competent authority. Id.
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Al Warafi, 2013 WL 2278201, at *2 (Guantanamo detainee may invoke Regulation 190-8

“to the extent that the regulation explicitly establishes a detainee’s entitlement to release

from custody”). With respect to sick and wounded prisoners, Regulation 190-8 provides

that:

The following EPW and RP [“Retained Personnel”] are
eligible for direct repatriation:
….

(2) Sick or wounded EPW and RP whose conditions have
become chronic to the extent that prognosis appears to
preclude recovery in spite of treatment within 1 year from
inception of disease or date of injury.

Regulation 190-8, ch.3, § 12(l)(2) (emphasis added).5

When interpreted in accordance with Regulation 190-8, the AUMF does not

authorize the continued detention of a severely ill detainee whose “prognosis appears to

preclude recovery in spite of treatment within 1 year from inception of disease or date of

injury” and whose detention therefore does not serve the purpose of preventing his return

to the battlefield.

2. The Third Geneva Convention Requires The
Repatriation Of Seriously Ill Detainees

In addition to domestic law, it is appropriate to look to “longstanding law-of-war

principles” to assist in determining the rights of Guantanamo detainees. See Hamdi, 542

5 Regulation 190-8 also calls for the establishment of a Mixed Medical Commission to
determine whether prisoners are eligible for repatriation. Army Regulation 190-8 at
ch. 3, §12(a)(2). However, the Mixed Medical Commission need not assess
prisoners who are eligible for direct repatriation. Id. at ch. 3, § 12(k)(2). To the best
of counsel’s knowledge, no Mixed Medical Commission has been established for the
detainees at Guantanamo.
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U.S. at 521; Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, 548 U.S. 557, 630 (2006) (“Common Article 3 [of the

Geneva Conventions] . . . affords some minimal protection . . . . to individuals associated

with neither a signatory nor even a nonsignatory ‘Power’ who are involved in a conflict

‘in the territory of’ a signatory.”).

Petitioner is not directly invoking the protection of the Geneva Conventions, see

Military Commissions Act of 2006, Pub. L. 109-366, § 5(a), Oct. 17, 2006, 120 Stat.

2631, but is instead arguing that the government cannot meet its burden of establishing

authority to continue to detain Petitioner given the limits on detention in the Third

Geneva Convention, as an articulation of longstanding international law. The

government has taken a similar position: “Principles derived from law-of-war rules

governing international armed conflicts, therefore, must inform the interpretation of the

detention authority Congress has authorized for the current armed conflict.”

Respondents’ Mem. Regarding The Government’s Detention Authority Relative To

Detainees Held At Guantanamo Bay, In Re Guantanamo Bay Detainee Litigation, Misc.

No. 08-442 (TFH) (D.D.C. March 13, 2009) 1 (Dkt. No. 1689) (attached hereto as

Exhibit C); id. 6, 9 (citing to the Third Geneva Convention).

The Third Geneva Convention requires that certain prisoners be repatriated

directly to their home countries:

(1) Incurably wounded and sick whose mental or
physical fitness seems to have been gravely
diminished.

(2) Wounded and sick who, according to medical
opinion, are not likely to recover within one year,
whose condition requires treatment and whose mental
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or physical fitness seems to have been gravely
diminished.

(3) Wounded and sick who have recovered, but whose
mental or physical fitness seems to have been gravely
and permanently diminished.

Third Geneva Convention, art. 110. This repatriation requirement is grounded in

the principle that seriously ill detainees “are no longer likely to take part in hostilities

against the Detaining Power.” 1 Jean-Marie Henckaerts & Louise Doswald-Beck,

Customary International Humanitarian Law: Rules 345 (Cambridge Univ. Press 2005).

In fact, the Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions defines the "wounded" and

"sick" as “persons, whether military or civilian, who, because of trauma, disease or other

physical or mental disorder or disability, are in need of medical assistance or care and

who refrain from any act of hostility.” Additional Protocols of 8 June 1977 to the

Geneva Conventions of 12 Aug. 1949 and Relating to the Protection of Victims of

International Armed Conflicts (Additional Protocol I), art. 8, 1125 U.N.T.S. 3. This

status supersedes a designation as “combatant,” and “lasts as long as the disease or the

wound keeps the individual hors de combat.” Anicée Van Engeland, Civilian or

Combatant? A Challenge for the Twenty-First Century 48 (Oxford Univ. Press 2011).

The government’s detention authority is cabined by well-accepted provisions of

the law of war that direct that a person so debilitated by disease or injury as to no longer

be able to participate in the conflict must be repatriated, and the government has

accepted, as a general matter, that its authority is limited by those principles of the law of

war.
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C. In Basardh, The Court Ordered Petitioner Released Because
There Was Little Risk Of Him Returning To The Battlefield

Although not apparently related to the health of the detainee, Basardh v. Obama,

612 F.Supp.2d 30 (D.D.C. 2009), is precisely analogous to this situation. In Basardh, the

court found that because the AUMF is designed to prevent future acts of international

terrorism and its interpretation is informed by the principles of the laws of war, “the

AUMF does not authorize the detention of individuals beyond that which is necessary to

prevent those individuals from rejoining the battle, and it certainly cannot be read to

authorize detention where its purpose can no longer be attained.” Id. at 34. The court

further concluded that Basardh’s prospect of rejoining the entities defined in the AUMF

was “at best, a remote possibility” and therefore granted Basardh’s habeas petition. Id. at

35. Basardh was transferred from Guantanamo to Spain in 2010. The Guantanamo

Docket, N.Y. Times, http://projects.nytimes.com/guantanamo/detainees/252-yasim-

uhammed-basardah (last visited Jun. 27, 2013).

II. The Likelihood Of Petitioner Returning To The Battlefield Is Remote

The substantial deterioration of Petitioner’s mental and physical health during his

years of detention at Guantanamo would make it nearly impossible for him to engage in

hostilities if he were to be transferred to Sudan, especially given the limited availability

of psychiatric care in that country.

According to Dr. Stephen N. Xenakis, a psychiatrist and retired Brigadier General

in the United States Army, Petitioner has a poor prognosis. Given his significant mental

illness, he will likely continue to deteriorate and suffer “worsening cognitive decline” and
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decreasing ability to care for himself. See Exhibit D, Declaration of Stephen X. Xenakis,

dated June 26, 2013 (“Xenakis Declaration”) ¶ 10. Individuals like Petitioner with a

diagnosis of Disorganized Type Schizophrenia “are unable to initiate or engage in

activities that require goal orientation or execute even simple work tasks.” Id. ¶ 13. In

addition, Petitioner is obese and has been diagnosed with diabetes and is likely to develop

other debilitating medical conditions as he ages. Id. ¶ 11. According to Dr. Xenakis, it is

“inconceivable that [Petitioner] could engage in any combatant action. Id. ¶ 14.

While medication can “sometimes help control bizarre behavior, hallucinations,

and disorganized thinking, [it can] neither cure nor resolve the disorder,” see Xenakis

Declaration ¶ 10, and according to Respondents, Petitioner is currently refusing to take

medication and has regularly refused to take medication while detained at Guantanamo.

March 2013 Report; Forensic Evaluation at 4-7. Although Petitioner’s family is eager to

welcome him home to Sudan and to care for him, Sudan has limited mental health

services and access to related medication, so unfortunately, there is little likelihood that

Petitioner’s condition would improve if he were transferred to Sudan.

According to the World Health Organization, there is no health insurance in

Sudan and the cost of antipsychotic medication is 27% of the minimum daily wage

(though it is available free of charge in emergency situations). Id. at 5.6 There are only

6 Given Petitioner’s mental and physical condition, he is highly unlikely to obtain a
job in Sudan, a country where unemployment is estimated at 20%. The World
Factbook: Sudan, Central Intelligence Agency (May 15, 2013),
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/su.html.
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seventeen outpatient mental health facilities in Sudan, two of which are exclusively for

children. Exhibit E, WHO-AIMS Report on Mental Health System in Sudan, WHO and

Ministry of Health, Khartoum, Sudan, 2009 at 10. On average, patients are seen in such

facilities 1.5 times; there is a lack of information regarding patients’ medical history at

the facilities, there is no follow-up care in the community, and “the health services suffer

from acute shortages in trained personnel.” Id. at 8, 10.

In addition to his significant health issues, Petitioner is also socially isolated. The

March 2013 Report stated that Petitioner had been transferred to the hospital, in part

because “[h]is fellow detainees have grown weary of tolerating his psychotic behavior.”

Exhibit B. Such frustration provides another independent reason why it would be

impossible for Petitioner to rejoin the hostilities.

Given the precarious state of Petitioner’s mental and physical condition, he could

not realistically engage in hostilities if he were to be released. His longstanding mental

and physical illnesses would qualify him for repatriation under both Regulation 190-8

and the Third Geneva Convention, and his detention is not necessary to prevent his return

to the battlefield. His detention is therefore not authorized by the AUMF.
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, Petitioner respectfully requests that his petition for

the writ of habeas corpus be granted and Respondents ordered to take all necessary and

appropriate diplomatic steps to facilitate his immediate repatriation to Sudan.

Dated: June 28, 2013. Respectfully submitted,

s/ Jennifer R. Cowan
Jennifer R. Cowan, Esq.
Debevoise & Plimpton LLP
919 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022
(212) 909-6000
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Michael:

I have received updated medical information about your client, Mr. Idris. Currently, Mr. Idris is housed in the
Detention Hospital for a foot infection, where he has been since February, 16 2013. He has completed his 5 day course
of oral antibiotics and periodically takes his oral diabetic medications. His foot infection has improved with treatment and
his lab results are indicative of diabetes and hyperlipidemia.

Mr. Idris was admitted to the hospital not only to help with compliance in treating his foot infection, but for social
reasons. His fellow detainees have grown weary with tolerating his psychotic behavior and have urged that he receive
treatment for his psychiatric condition. Mr. Idris is currently diagnosed with Schizophrenia, Disorganized Type and has
consistently refused to engage in any behavioral health services since 2011; he has refused antipsychotic medications
since 2009. He has not demonstrated severe agitation or disruptive behavior during his inpatient stay and has periodic
lucid episodes; however, he has been observed to display disorganized behavior such as wearing underwear on his head,
whispering to himself, moving his mouth as if he is responding to internal stimuli, and laughing and singing out of context.
He has also exhibited disorganized, incoherent, and tangential thought process and non-sensical speech. Nevertheless,
he does not display any signs of self-harm, nor has he ever voiced or engaged in intentional self-harm behavior.

Thanks,

Rodney Patton
Trial Attorney
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INTRODUCTION

Through this submission, the Government is refining its position with respect to its

authority to detain those persons who are now being held at Guantanamo Bay. The United

States bases its detention authority as to such persons on the Authorization for the Use of

Military Force (“AUMF”), Pub. L. 107-40, 115 Stat. 224 (2001). The detention authority

conferred by the AUMF is necessarily informed by principles of the laws of war. Hamdi v.

Rumsfeld, 542 U.S. 507, 521 (2004) (plurality). The laws of war include a series of prohibitions

and obligations, which have developed over time and have periodically been codified in treaties

such as the Geneva Conventions or become customary international law. See, e.g., Hamdan v.

Rumsfeld, 548 U.S. 557, 603-04 (2006).

The laws of war have evolved primarily in the context of international armed conflicts

between the armed forces of nation states. This body of law, however, is less well-codified with

respect to our current, novel type of armed conflict against armed groups such as al-Qaida and

the Taliban. Principles derived from law-of-war rules governing international armed conflicts,

therefore, must inform the interpretation of the detention authority Congress has authorized for

the current armed conflict. Accordingly, under the AUMF, the President has authority to detain

persons who he determines planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks that

occurred on September 11, 2001, and persons who harbored those responsible for the September

11 attacks. The President also has the authority under the AUMF to detain in this armed conflict

those persons whose relationship to al-Qaida or the Taliban would, in appropriately analogous

circumstances in a traditional international armed conflict, render them detainable.

Thus, these habeas petitions should be adjudicated under the following definitional

framework:
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The President has the authority to detain persons that the President determines
planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks that occurred on
September 11, 2001, and persons who harbored those responsible for those attacks.
The President also has the authority to detain persons who were part of, or
substantially supported, Taliban or al-Qaida forces or associated forces that are
engaged in hostilities against the United States or its coalition partners, including any
person who has committed a belligerent act, or has directly supported hostilities, in
aid of such enemy armed forces.

There are cases where application of the terms of the AUMF and analogous principles

from the law of war will be straightforward. It is neither possible nor advisable, however, to

attempt to identify, in the abstract, the precise nature and degree of “substantial support,” or the

precise characteristics of “associated forces,” that are or would be sufficient to bring persons and

organizations within the foregoing framework. Although the concept of “substantial support,”

for example, does not justify the detention at Guantanamo Bay of those who provide unwitting

or insignificant support to the organizations identified in the AUMF, and the Government is not

asserting that it can detain anyone at Guantanamo on such grounds, the particular facts and

circumstances justifying detention will vary from case to case, and may require the identification

and analysis of various analogues from traditional international armed conflicts. Accordingly,

the contours of the “substantial support” and “associated forces” bases of detention will need to

be further developed in their application to concrete facts in individual cases.

This position is limited to the authority upon which the Government is relying to detain

the persons now being held at Guantanamo Bay. It is not, at this point, meant to define the

contours of authority for military operations generally, or detention in other contexts. A

forward-looking multi-agency effort is underway to develop a comprehensive detention policy

with respect to individuals captured in connection with armed conflicts and counterterrorism

operations, and the views of the Executive Branch may evolve as a result. See Declaration of

Attorney General Eric H. Holder, Jr., ¶¶ 3, 11. The effort has been undertaken at the direction of
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the President and is a major priority of the Executive Branch. Id., ¶ 3. The Government will

apprise the Court of relevant developments resulting from this ongoing process.

DISCUSSION

In response to the attacks of September 11, 2001, Congress authorized the President “to

use all necessary and appropriate force against those nations, organizations, or persons he

determines planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks that occurred on

September 11, 2001, or harbored such organizations or persons, in order to prevent any future

acts of international terrorism against the United States by such nations, organizations or

persons.” AUMF, § 2(a). The September 11 attacks were carried out by al-Qaida, which was

harbored by the Taliban regime in Afghanistan. In October 2001, under the authority of the

AUMF, the United States launched Operation Enduring Freedom to remove the Taliban regime

from power and to suppress al-Qaida. The United States and its coalition partners continue to

fight resurgent Taliban and al-Qaida forces in this armed conflict. Below, we set out the

Government’s position regarding the detention authority provided by the AUMF as it applies to

those captured during that armed conflict and held at Guantanamo Bay.

I. THE AUMF GIVES THE EXECUTIVE POWER TO DETAIN
CONSISTENT WITH THE LAW OF ARMED CONFLICT.

The United States can lawfully detain persons currently being held at Guantanamo Bay

who were “part of,” or who provided “substantial support” to, al-Qaida or Taliban forces and

“associated forces.” This authority is derived from the AUMF, which empowers the President to

use all necessary and appropriate force to prosecute the war, in light of law-of-war principles that

inform the understanding of what is “necessary and appropriate.” Longstanding law-of-war

principles recognize that the capture and detention of enemy forces “are ‘important incident[s] of

war.’” Hamdi, 542 U.S. at 518 (quoting Ex Parte Quirin, 317 U.S. 1, 28 (1942)).
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The AUMF authorizes use of military force against those “nations, organizations, or

persons [the President] determines planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist

attacks that occurred on September 11, 2001, or harbored such organizations or persons, in order

to prevent any future acts of international terrorism against the United States by such nations,

organizations or persons.” AUMF, § 2(a). By explicitly authorizing the use of military force

against “nations, organizations, or persons” that were involved in any way in the September 11

attacks (or that harbored those who were), the statute indisputably reaches al-Qaida and the

Taliban. Indeed, the statute’s principal purpose is to eliminate the threat posed by these entities.

Under international law, nations lawfully can use military force in an armed conflict

against irregular terrorist groups such as al-Qaida. The United Nations Charter, for example,

recognizes the inherent right of states to use force in self defense in response to any “armed

attack,” not just attacks that originate with states. United Nations Charter, art. 51. The day after

the attacks, the United Nations Security Council adopted Resolution 1368, which affirmed the

“inherent right of individual or collective self-defence in accordance with the Charter” and

determined “to combat by all means threats to international peace and security caused by

terrorist acts.” U.N. General Assembly Security Council Resolution of Sept. 12, 2001

(S/RES/1368). “Since no one was seriously suggesting a State was behind the attacks, the

Council was by definition implicitly acknowledging the acceptability of using military force

against terrorists under the law of self-defense.” Michael N. Schmitt, U.S. Security Strategies: A

Legal Assessment, 27 Harv. J.L. & Pub. Pol’y 737, 748 (2004). The North Atlantic Treaty

Organization and the Organization of American States treated the attacks as “armed attacks” for

purposes of their collective self-defense provisions.1 The AUMF invokes the internationally

1 See Organization of American States, Meeting of Consultation of Ministers of Foreign
Affairs, Terrorist Threat to the Americas (Sept. 21, 2001), http://www.oas.org/OASpage/
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recognized right to self-defense. See AUMF, Preamble (it is “both necessary and appropriate

that the United States exercise its rights to self-defense and to protect United States citizens both

at home and abroad”). Other nations joined or cooperated closely with the United States’

military campaign against al-Qaida and the Taliban. See Schmitt, 27 Harv. J.L. & Pub. Pol’y at

748-49.

The United States has not historically limited the use of military force to conflicts with

nation-states:

[A] number of prior authorizations of force have been directed at non-state actors,
such as slave traders, pirates, and Indian tribes. In addition, during the
Mexican-American War, the Civil War, and the Spanish-American War, U.S.
military forces engaged military opponents who had no formal connection to the
state enemy. Presidents also have used force against non-state actors outside of
authorized conflicts.

Curtis A. Bradley & Jack L. Goldsmith, Congressional Authorization and the War on Terrorism,

118 Harv. L. Rev. 2047, 2066-67 (2005) (citing U.S. use of military force in the Chinese Boxer

Rebellion, against the Mexican rebel leader Pancho Villa, and in the 1998 cruise missile attacks

against al-Qaida targets in Sudan and Afghanistan).

Thus, consistent with U.S. historical practice, and international law, the AUMF

authorizes the use of necessary and appropriate military force against members of an opposing

armed force, whether that armed force is the force of a state or the irregular forces of an armed

group like al-Qaida. Because the use of force includes the power of detention, Hamdi, 542 U.S.

at 518, the United States has the authority to detain those who were part of al-Qaida and Taliban

forces. Indeed, long-standing U.S. jurisprudence, as well as law-of-war principles, recognize

that members of enemy forces can be detained even if “they have not actually committed or

crisis/RC.24e.htm; North Atlantic Council, Statement by the North Atlantic Council (Sept. 12,
2001), http://www.nato.int/docu/pr/2001/p01-124e.htm; Statement by NATO Secretary General,
Lord Robertson (Oct. 2, 2001), http://www.nato.int/docu/speech/2001/ s011002a.htm.
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attempted to commit any act of depredation or entered the theatre or zone of active military

operations.” Ex parte Quirin, 317 U.S. at 38; Khalid v. Bush, 355 F. Supp. 2d 311, 320 (D.D.C.

2005), rev’d on other grounds sub nom., Boumediene v. Bush, 128 S. Ct. 2229 (2008); see also

Geneva Convention (III) Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War of Aug. 12, 1949, art. 4,

6 U.S.T.S. 3316 (contemplating detention of members of state armed forces and militias without

making a distinction as to whether they have engaged in combat). Accordingly, under the

AUMF as informed by law-of-war principles, it is enough that an individual was part of al-Qaida

or Taliban forces, the principal organizations that fall within the AUMF’s authorization of

force.2

Moreover, because the armed groups that the President is authorized to detain under the

AUMF neither abide by the laws of war nor issue membership cards or uniforms, any

determination of whether an individual is part of these forces may depend on a formal or

functional analysis of the individual’s role. Evidence relevant to a determination that an

individual joined with or became part of al-Qaida or Taliban forces might range from formal

membership, such as through an oath of loyalty, to more functional evidence, such as training

with al-Qaida (as reflected in some cases by staying at al-Qaida or Taliban safehouses that are

2 Moreover, courts should defer to the President’s judgment that the AUMF, construed in
light of the law-of-war principles that inform its interpretation, entitle him to treat members of
irregular forces as state military forces are treated for purposes of detention. See AUMF, § 2(a)
(authorizing the President to use “all necessary and appropriate force” against those that “he
determines” planned, authorized, committed, or aided the September 11 terrorist attacks or
harbored those organizations); The Paquete Habana, 175 U.S. 677, 700 (1900) (court construes
customary international law de novo only in the absence of a “controlling executive or legislative
act or judicial decision”). A deferential approach in this context is consistent with the
commonsense understanding that “[t]he war power of the national government ‘is the power to
wage war successfully,’” Lichter v. United States, 334 U.S. 742, 767 n.9 (1948) (citation
omitted), as well as the Supreme Court’s directive in Boumediene that “[i]n considering both the
procedural and substantive standards used to impose detention to prevent acts of terrorism,
proper deference must be accorded to the political branches,” 128 S.Ct. at 2276 (2008) (citing
United States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corp., 299 U.S. 304, 320 (1936)).
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regularly used to house militant recruits) or taking positions with enemy forces. In each case,

given the nature of the irregular forces, and the practice of their participants or members to try to

conceal their affiliations, judgments about the detainability of a particular individual will

necessarily turn on the totality of the circumstances.

Nor does the AUMF limit the “organizations” it covers to just al-Qaida or the Taliban. In

Afghanistan, many different private armed groups trained and fought alongside al-Qaida and the

Taliban. In order “to prevent any future acts of international terrorism against the United

States,” AUMF, § 2(a), the United States has authority to detain individuals who, in analogous

circumstances in a traditional international armed conflict between the armed forces of opposing

governments, would be detainable under principles of co-belligerency.

Finally, the AUMF is not limited to persons captured on the battlefields of Afghanistan.

Such a limitation “would contradict Congress’s clear intention, and unduly hinder both the

President’s ability to protect our country from future acts of terrorism and his ability to gather

vital intelligence regarding the capability, operations, and intentions of this elusive and cunning

adversary.” Khalid, 355 F. Supp. 2d at 320; see also Ex parte Quirin, 317 U.S. at 37-38. Under

a functional analysis, individuals who provide substantial support to al-Qaida forces in other

parts of the world may properly be deemed part of al-Qaida itself. Such activities may also

constitute the type of substantial support that, in analogous circumstances in a traditional

international armed conflict, is sufficient to justify detention. Cf. Boumediene v. Bush, 579 F.

Supp. 2d 191, 198 (D.D.C. 2008) (upholding lawfulness of detaining a facilitator who planned to

send recruits to fight in Afghanistan, based on “credible and reliable evidence linking Mr.

Bensayah to al-Qaida and, more specifically, to a senior al-Qaida facilitator” and “credible and

reliable evidence demonstrating Mr. Bensayah’s skills and abilities to travel between and among

countries using false passports in multiple names”).
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Accordingly, the AUMF as informed by law-of-war principles supports the detention

authority that the United States is asserting with respect to the Guantanamo detainees.

II. READ IN LIGHT OF THE LAWS OF WAR, THE AUMF AUTHORIZES
THE NATION TO USE ALL NECESSARY AND APPROPRIATE
MILITARY FORCE TO DEFEND ITSELF AGAINST THE
IRREGULAR FORCES OF AL-QAIDA AND THE TALIBAN.

Petitioners have sought to restrict the United States’ authority to detain armed groups by

urging that all such forces must be treated as civilians, and that, as a consequence, the United

States can detain only those “directly participating in hostilities.”3 The argument should be

rejected. Law-of-war principles do not limit the United States’ detention authority to this limited

category of individuals. A contrary conclusion would improperly reward an enemy that violates

the laws of war by operating as a loose network and camouflaging its forces as civilians.

It is well settled that individuals who are part of private armed groups are not immune

from military detention simply because they fall outside the scope of Article 4 of the Third

Geneva Convention, which defines categories of persons entitled to prisoner–of-war status and

treatment in an international armed conflict. See Third Geneva Convention, art. 2, 4. Article 4

does not purport to define all detainable persons in armed conflict. Rather, it defines certain

categories of persons entitled to prisoner-of-war treatment. Id., art. 4. As explained below, other

principles of the law of war make clear that individuals falling outside Article 4 may be

detainable in armed conflict. Otherwise, the United States could not militarily detain enemy

3 The “direct participation in hostilities” standard is taken from two additional protocols
to the Geneva Conventions that the United States has not ratified. See Additional Protocols of 8
June 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 12 Aug. 1949 and Relating to the Protection of Victims
of International Armed Conflicts (Additional Protocol I), art. 51(3), 1125 U.N.T.S 3 (“Civilians
shall enjoy the protection afforded by this Section unless and for such time as they take a direct
part in hostilities.”); Additional Protocols of 8 June 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 12 Aug.
1949 and relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts (Additional
Protocol II), art. 13(3), 1125 U.N.T.S. 609. The United States recognizes the standard for
targeting but its scope is unsettled.
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forces except in limited circumstances, contrary to the plain language of the AUMF and the law-

of-war principle of military necessity.

For example, Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions provides standards for the

treatment of, among others, those persons who are part of armed forces in non-international

armed conflict and have been rendered hors de combat by detention. Third Geneva Convention,

art. 3. Those provisions pre-suppose that states engaged in such conflicts can detain those who

are part of armed groups. Likewise, Additional Protocol II to the Geneva Conventions expressly

applies to “dissident armed forces” and “other organized armed groups” participating in certain

non-international armed conflicts, distinguishing those forces from the civilian population.

Additional Protocol II, art. 1(1), 13.

Moreover, the Commentary to Additional Protocol II draws a clear distinction between

individuals who belong to armed forces or armed groups (who may be attacked and, a fortiori,

captured at any time) and civilians (who are immune from direct attack except when directly

participating in hostilities). That Commentary provides that “[t]hose who belong to armed forces

or armed groups may be attacked at any time.” See ICRC, Commentary on the Additional

Protocols of 8 June 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 12 Aug. 1949 and Relating to the

Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts (Additional Protocol II), ¶ 4789,

http://www.icrc.org/ihl.nsf/ COM/475- 760019?OpenDocument (emphasis added).

Accordingly, neither the Geneva Conventions nor the Additional Protocols suggest that the

“necessary and appropriate” force authorized under the AUMF is limited to al-Qaida leadership

or individuals captured directly participating in hostilities, as some petitioners have suggested.

Finally, for these reasons, it is of no moment that someone who was part of an enemy

armed group when war commenced may have tried to flee the battle or conceal himself as a

civilian in places like Pakistan. Attempting to hide amongst civilians endangers the civilians and
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violates the law of war. Cf. ICRC, Commentary on the Additional Protocols of 8 June 1977 to

the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 and Relating to the Protection of Victims of

International Armed Conflicts (Additional Protocol I), ¶ 1944, http://www.icrc.org/ihl.nsf/

COM/470-750065?OpenDocument (“Further it may be noted that members of armed forces

feigning civilian non-combatant status are guilty of perfidy.”). Such conduct cannot be used as a

weapon to avoid detention. A different rule would ignore the United States’ experience in this

conflict, in which Taliban and al-Qaida forces have melted into the civilian population and then

regrouped to relaunch vicious attacks against U.S. forces, the Afghan government, and the

civilian population.

III. THE GOVERNMENT IS CONTINUING TO DEVELOP A
COMPREHENSIVE DETENTION POLICY.

Through this filing, the Government has met the Court’s March 13, 2009 deadline to

offer a refinement of its position concerning its authority to detain petitioners. The Court should

be aware, however, that the Executive Branch has, at the President’s direction, undertaken

several forward-looking initiatives that may result in further refinements. Although the

Government recognizes that litigation will proceed in light of today’s submission, it nevertheless

commits to apprising the Court of any relevant results of this ongoing process.

On January 22, 2009, the President issued two Executive Orders initiating Reviews

addressing issues related to prospective detention policy. See Exec. Order No. 13492, 74 Fed.

Reg. 4897 (Jan. 22, 2009); Executive Order 13493, 74 Fed. Reg. 4901 (Jan. 22, 2009). This

effort is a Government priority. See Holder Decl. ¶ 3.

Pursuant to Executive Order 13,493, the Government is undertaking “a comprehensive

review of the lawful options available to the United States with respect to the apprehension,

detention, trial, transfer, release, or other disposition of individuals captured or apprehended in
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connection with armed conflicts and counterterrorism operations, and to identify such options as

are consistent with the national security and foreign policy interests of the United States and the

interests of justice.” Exec. Order No. 13,493, § 1(e). Fully developing the Government’s

prospective detention policy implicates important national security interests, including

diplomatic interests. Exec. Order No. 13,492, § 2(b); Holder Decl. ¶ 11. Because the detainees

are citizens of foreign countries, these detentions and their legal justification necessarily affect

the United States’ relations with other nations. Cooperation of the country’s international

partners is central to the United States’ anti-terrorism efforts. And detention policy raises

important national security and humanitarian issues. See id. Such issues are also being

considered in connection with Executive Order 13,492, pursuant to which the Government is

examining “the factual and legal bases for the continued detention of all individuals currently

held at [Guantanamo Bay]” on an ongoing basis. Exec. Order No. 13,492, § 2(d). Highlighting

the urgency and importance of the Review, the Executive Order required that the Review process

“commence immediately.” Id. at § 4(a); see also id. at §§ 2(b), 2(d), 4(c)(1), 4(c)(2), 4(c)(4).

The Government commits to apprise the Court of any relevant results of these ongoing

processes.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Government’s new explication of who may be detained in

this armed conflict is consistent with the AUMF and the laws of war that inform the scope of

“necessary and appropriate” force the AUMF authorizes the President to use. If the judges of the

Court desire oral argument relating to the scope of the Government’s detention authority in these

cases, the Government urges the Court to consider conducting a single argument in a

consolidated manner before the Court and that the Court endeavor, to the extent possible, to

reach a common ruling regarding the framework to apply to these cases.
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<M[R\ \^OON[\ `R]Q J LQ[XWRL Y\bLQX]RL LXWMR]RXW "DLQRcXYQ[NWRJ$ 6R\X[PJWRcNM EbYN# ]QJ]

QJ\ WX] RVY[X_NM \RWLN KNRWP MN]JRWNM J] 9^JW]jWJVX& EQN WJ]^[JU LX^[\N XO

\LQRcXYQ[NWRJ ]bYRLJUUb \QX`\ MN]N[RX[J]RXW `R]Q JPN&
(

BJ]RNW]\ VJWRON\] `X[\NWRWP

LXPWR]R_N MNLURWN JWM JKRUR]b ]X LJ[N OX[ ]QNV\NU_N\& ?NMRLJ]RXW\ \XVN]RVN\ QNUY LXW][XU

KRcJ[[N KNQJ_RX[$ QJUU^LRWJ]RXW\$ JWM MR\X[PJWRcNM ]QRWTRWP$ K^] WNR]QN[ L^[N WX[ [N\XU_N

]QN MR\X[MN[& BJ]RNW]\ [NZ^R[N RWL[NJ\RWP \^YYX[]R_N W^[\RWP LJ[N J\ ]QNb JPN ]QJ] R\ XO]NW

Y[X_RMNM Kb OJVRUb X[ X[PJWRcNM LXVV^WR]b \N[_RLN\& ?[& <M[R\ MNVXW\][J]N\ URVR]NM$ RO

JWb$ JKRUR]b OX[ \NUO%LJ[N J] ]QR\ ]RVN&

((& ?[& <M[R\ \^OON[\ `R]Q MRJKN]N\ JWM R\ URTNUb ]X MN_NUXY X]QN[ LQ[XWRL

MNKRUR]J]RWP VNMRLJU LXWMR]RXW\ J\ QN JPN\&

()& ;R\ VNW]JU \]J]N JYYNJ[\ J\ P[X\\Ub Y\bLQX]RL VJWRON\]NM Kb MR\X[PJWRcNM

]QRWTRWP$ KRcJ[[N KNQJ_RX[$ QJUU^LRWJ]RXW\$ JWM WXW\NW\RLJU LXVV^WRLJ]RXW& ;N R\

(
3WM[NJ\XW$ @&5&$ >R^$ 6&$ IRNKNUU$ D&$ GX[J$ 3&$ JWM 4NWP%5QXXW$ ;& CNUJY\N 6^[J]RXW$

E[NJ]VNW] <W]NW\R]b$ JWM 4[JRW ER\\^N >X\\ RW DLQRcXYQ[NWRJ1 3 B[X\YNL]R_N
>XWPR]^MRWJU ?C< D]^Mb& 3V = B\bLQRJ][b (.'1-$ =^WN )'(*&
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+

MN\L[RKNM J\ WX] Y[N\NW]RWP J MJWPN[ ]X QRV\NUO X[ X]QN[\$ JU]QX^PQ R\ [NYX[]NM RW ]QN ?Jb

)'(* CNYX[] ]QJ] QR\ KNQJ_RX[ R\ KNLXVRWP RWL[NJ\RWPUb WXaRX^\ ]X QR\ ONUUX` MN]JRWNN\&

(*& ?[& <M[R\e RUUWN\\ XO 6R\X[PJWRcNM EbYN DLQRcXYQ[NWRJ LJ[[RN\ J _N[b YXX[

Y[XPWX\R\ JWM J ]bYRLJU YJ]]N[W XO LXW]RW^RWP MN]N[RX[J]RXW RW Z^JUR]b XO URON JWM JKRUR]b OX[

\NUO%LJ[N&) BJ]RNW]\ \^OON[RWP `R]Q LQ[XWRL \LQRcXYQ[NWRJ RWL[NJ\RWPUb [NZ^R[N \^YYX[]R_N

LJ[N O[XV RW\]R]^]RXW\ JWM OJVRUb VNVKN[\ JWM LJWWX] \^\]JRW JL]R_R]RN\ XO MJRUb UR_RWP

`R]QX^] J\\R\]JWLN& EQNb J[N ^WJKUN ]X RWR]RJ]N X[ NWPJPN RW JL]R_R]RN\ ]QJ] [NZ^R[N PXJU

X[RNW]J]RXW X[ NaNL^]N N_NW \RVYUN `X[T ]J\T\&

(+& ?[& <M[R\e UXWP QR\]X[b XO \LQRcXYQ[NWRJ LXVYURLJ]NM Kb MRJKN]N\

MR\Z^JURORN\ QRV O[XV VRUR]J[b \N[_RLN XO JWb TRWM$ JWM R] R\ RWLXWLNR_JKUN ]QJ] QN LX^UM

NWPJPN RW JWb LXVKJ]JW] JL]RXW& ;R\ Y[XPWX\R\ R\ _N[b YXX[$ JWM RW Vb NaYN[RNWLN$ VNW

`R]Q QR\ LXWMR]RXW [NLNR_N (''! VNMRLJU [N]R[NVNW] O[XV ]QN FD VRUR]J[b KNLJ^\N ]QNb

J[N RWLJYJKUN XO JWb Y[XM^L]R_N X[ LXW\][^L]R_N `X[T&

)
D`NNWNb$ =&3& EQN >XWP%EN[V 7OONL] XO DLQRcXYQ[NWRJ XW ]QN 4[JRW1 6NVNW]RJ B[JNLXa2

3V = B\bLQRJ][b(.'1-$ =^WN )'(*&
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%522+%5-5. 6+4#'

34'1*'/ /+%*0-#3 8'/#,+3

<G94 Bg^k /& +3.2
HD8;= G> 9AJL@4 OSeZ[`Yfa`& <;
KHGMK=4 ESd[S``W ;ZSd^affW KlWYWVk' ESelS]
;@AD<J=F4 F[UZa^Se BaZ` PW`S][e ' FahW_TWd +3& +32+

DWS =^[lSTWfZ PW`S][e ' Bg^k ,3& +32/
BaS``S DW`S ESd[S DSJaUZW p <WUW_TWd ,.& +33,

J=KA<=F;=4 ,,-/ E[^[fSdk JaSV
8d^[`Yfa`& N8 ,,,*1

H@GF=4 $1*-% /,1'3-3-
EG9AD=4 $1*-% 0+/'-,23
>8P4 $1*-% /,1',..2

.+-+4#29 3'26+%'

+31* ;a__[ee[a`WV& KWUa`V D[WgfW`S`f& EWV[US^ KWdh[UW ;adbe& MK 8d_k
JWeWdhW

+31,'+31. >[def D[WgfW`S`f& EK;& MK 8d_k

+31.'+312 ;SbfS[`& EWV[US^ ;adbe& MK 8d_k

+312'+32, ES\ad& EWV[US^ ;adbe& MK 8d_k

+32,'+320 D[WgfW`S`f ;a^a`W^& EWV[US^ ;adbe& MK 8d_k

+320' +33. ;a^a`W^& EWV[US^ ;adbe& MK 8d_k

+33.' +332 9d[YSV[Wd ?W`WdS^& EWV[US^ ;adbe& MK 8d_k

'&5%#4+0/"'81'2+'/%'
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+300 ;ZaXg KW`[ad @[YZ KUZaa^& La]ka& BSbS`(

+300'+31* 98& ;g_ DSgVW& ;ZW_[efdk& i[fZ ;Wdf[X[USfW [` KU[W`UW [` @g_S` 8XXS[de&
Hd[`UWfa` M`[hWde[fk& Hd[`UWfa`& FB(

+31*'+31. <aUfad aX EWV[U[`W i[fZ ;Wdf[X[USfW Xda_ ;a_T[`WV 8UUW^WdSfWV HdaYdS_
[` HekUZ[Sfdk $;8HH%& M`[hWde[fk aX ESdk^S`V KUZaa^ aX EWV[U[`W&
9S^f[_adW& E<(

+31,'+31/ ;S`V[VSfW& 9S^f[_adW'<[efd[Uf aX ;a^g_T[S HekUZaS`S^kf[U A`ef[fgfW&
9S^f[_adW& E<(

+31. JWe[VW`f [` HekUZ[Sfdk)<[dWUfad& JSbW ;d[e[e ;W`fWd& M`[hWde[fk aX
ESdk^S`V& 9S^f[_adW& E<(

+31.'+31/ A`fWd`& JafSf[`Y& DWffWd_S` 8d_k EWV[US^ ;W`fWd& HdWe[V[a aX KS`
>dS`U[eUa& ;8 $dS`]WV X[XfZ agf aX fiW`fk'Xagd%(

+31/'+312 JWe[VW`f [` HekUZ[Sfdk& DWffWd_S` 8d_k EWV[US^ ;W`fWd& HdWe[V[a aX KS`
>dS`U[eUa& ;8 $dS`]WV X[def agf aX e[j%(

+312'+32* >W^^ai& ;Z[^V HekUZ[Sfdk& DWffWd_S` 8d_k EWV[US^ ;W`fWd S`V DS`Y^Wk
HadfWd HekUZ[Sfd[U A`ef[fgfW& M`[hWde[fk aX ;S^[Xad`[S KS` >dS`U[eUa& KS`
>dS`U[eUa& ;8(

+311'+32* JWeWSdUZ 8eeaU[SfW& ;W`fWd Xad fZW KfgVk aX FWgdae[e& DS`Y^Wk HadfWd
HekUZ[Sfd[U A`ef[fgfW& KS` >dS`U[eUa& ;8(

+312'+32* ;a`eg^fS`f& HekUZaea_Sf[U KWdh[UW& Kf( ESdk#e @aeb[fS^& KS` >dS`U[eUa&
;8(

+32*'+32, ;Z[WX& <WbSdf_W`f aX HekUZ[Sfdk S`V ;a__g`[fk EW`fS^ @WS^fZ KWdh[UW5
<[dWUfad& <dgY S`V 8^UaZa^ KWdh[UW5 <Sd`S^^ 8d_k ;a__g`[fk @aeb[fS^&
>adf @aaV& LP(

+32,'+32. KgdYWa`& >[def ;ShS^dk <[h[e[a`5 ;Z[^V HekUZ[Sfd[ef5 <Sd`S^^ 8d_k
;a__g`[fk @aeb[fS^& >adf @aaV& LP(

+32.'+32/ HdWe[VW`f S`V KfgVW`f& ;^See 10& 8d_WV >adUWe KfSXX ;a^^WYW5 8ffW`V[`Y
HZke[U[S`& KWiW^^e Ha[`f FShk EWV[US^ ;^[`[U& FadXa^]& N8(

+32/'+320 ;Z[WX& ;Z[^V& 8Va^WeUW`f& S`V >S_[^k HekUZ[Sfdk KWdh[UW5 <WbSdf_W`f aX
HekUZ[Sfdk S`V FWgda^aYk& =[eW`ZaiWd 8d_k EWV[US^ ;W`fWd& >adf
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'

?adVa`& ?8(

+320'+323 <Wbgfk ;a__S`VWd Xad ;^[`[US^ KWdh[UWe S`V <[dWUfad Xad ?dSVgSfW
EWV[US^ =VgUSf[a`& =[eW`ZaiWd 8d_k EWV[US^ ;W`fWd& >adf ?adVa`& ?8(

+323'+33* KfgVW`f& M`[fWV KfSfWe 8d_k OSd ;a^^WYW& ;Sd^[e^W 9SddSU]e& H8(

+33*'+33- ;a__S`VWd& 9^S`UZX[W^V 8d_k ;a__g`[fk @aeb[fS^& S`V <[dWUfad aX
@WS^fZ KWdh[UWe& >adf ;S_bTW^^& CQ(

+33-'+33. <Wbgfk Hda\WUf ES`SYWd S`V Hda\WUf ES`SYWd& LSe] >adUW 8WeUg^Sb[ge
$Hda\WUf NS`YgSdV'8E=<<%& GXX[UW aX LZW KgdYWa` ?W`WdS^& M`[fWV
KfSfWe 8d_k& >S^^e ;ZgdUZ& N8(

+33.'+33/ Hda\WUf ES`SYWd& LJA;8J= JWY[a` -& >adf ?adVa`& ?8(

+33/'+331 ;a__S`V[`Y ?W`WdS^& KagfZWSef JWY[a`S^ EWV[US^ ;a__S`V S`V <i[YZf
<Sh[V =[eW`ZaiWd 8d_k EWV[US^ ;W`fWd& S`V DWSV 8YW`f& <WbSdf_W`f aX
<WXW`eW LJA;8J= KagfZWSef JWY[a` -& >adf ?adVa`& ?8(

+331'+332 KbWU[S^ 8ee[efS`f fa LZW KgdYWa` ?W`WdS^& M`[fWV KfSfWe 8d_k& ;W`fWd Xad
LafS^

8UUWee& >adf ?adVa`& ?8(

+332',**+ HdWe[VW`f S`V ;=G aX W;SdWKa^gf[a`e& A`U( S`V afZWd bd[hSfW^k ZW^V
Ua_bS`[We

ebWU[S^[l[`Y [` fW^W_WV[U[`W fWUZ`a^aYk S`V eWdh[UWe( Hd[hSfW bdSUf[f[a`Wd(

,**+',**. ;=G " HdWe[VW`f& DWj[Uad @WS^fZ KkefW_e& A`U(& 8gYgefS& ?8& S`V
9ag^VWd& ;G(

,**.' ,**/ 8ffW`V[`Y HekUZ[Sfd[ef& J[hWde[VW LdWSf_W`f KWdh[UWe& <[efd[Uf aX ;a^g_T[S(

,**/' ,**1 ;Z[WX& ;Z[^V " 8Va^WeUW`f HekUZ[Sfdk& HekUZ[Sfd[U A`ef[fgfW aX OSeZ[`Yfa`&
<[efd[Uf aX ;a^g_T[S(

,**1' ,**2 KW`[ad ;a`eg^fS`f& GdYS`[lSf[a`S^ <We[Y`& A`U(

,**2' ,*+* KW`[ad 8Vh[eWd& ;ZS[d_S` aX fZW Ba[`f ;Z[WXe aX KfSXX S`V 8d_k
DWSVWdeZ[b(

,*+*' Hd[hSfW bdSUf[UW& dWeWSdUZ& S`V Ua`eg^f[`Y( ;a`fd[Tgf[`Y WV[fad& LZW
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(

@gXX[`Yfa` Haef " LZW @[^^(

,*++' >ag`VWd& LZW ;W`fWd Xad LdS`e^Sf[a`S^ EWV[U[`W

#7#2&3 #/& *0/023

Kg__Wd >W^^aieZ[b& OaaVdai O[^ea` KUZaa^ aX HgT^[U S`V A`fWd`Sf[a`S^ 8XXS[de&
Hd[`UWfa` M`[hWde[fk& Hd[`UWfa`& FB& +303(

;^See HdWe[VW`f& M`[hWde[fk aX ESdk^S`V KUZaa^ aX EWV[U[`W& 9S^f[_adW& E<& +31+(

HdWe[VW`f& HekUZ[Sfd[U JWe[VW`fe# ;ag`U[^& DWffWd_S` 8d_k EWV[US^ ;W`fWd& HdWe[V[a aX
KS` >dS`U[eUa& ;8& +311(

N[e[f[`Y JWe[VW`f 8iSdV Xad GgfefS`V[`Y ?dSVgSf[`Y JWe[VW`f [` HekUZ[Sfdk& DWffWd_S`
8d_k EWV[US^ ;W`fWd& HdWe[V[a aX KS` >dS`U[eUa& ;8& +312(

K]W^fa` 8iSdV Xad GgfefS`V[`Y ?dSVgSf[`Y JWe[VW`f& DWffWd_S` 8d_k EWV[US^ ;W`fWd&
HdWe[V[a aX KS` >dS`U[eUa& ;8& +312(

N[e[f[`Y JWe[VW`f 8iSdV Xad GgfefS`V[`Y ?dSVgSf[`Y >W^^ai [` ;Z[^V HekUZ[Sfdk&
DWffWd_S` 8d_k EWV[US^ ;W`fWd& HdWe[V[a aX KS` >dS`U[eUa& ;8& +32*(

JWY[a`S^ >[`S^[ef& OZ[fW @ageW >W^^aieZ[b& +32, S`V +32.(

FadTWdf J[WYWd 8iSdV Xad GgfefS`V[`Y HSbWde HgT^[eZWV [` fZW Bagd`S^ aX fZW 8USVW_k
aX ;Z[^V S`V 8Va^WeUW`f HekUZ[Sfdk [` +322(

O[^^[S_ ;( HadfWd DWUfgdW 8iSdV& HdWeW`fWV Tk fZW 8eeaU[Sf[a` aX E[^[fSdk KgdYWa`e aX
fZW M`[fWV KfSfWe& +323(

<[ef[`Yg[eZWV HSbWd& KW`[ad KWdh[UW ;a^^WYW& HdWeW`fWV Tk fZW ;ZS[d_S`& Ba[`f ;Z[WXe
aX KfSXX& +33*(

!8! HdaXWee[a`S^ <We[Y`Sfad SiSdVWV Tk LZW KgdYWa` ?W`WdS^& M`[fWV KfSfWe 8d_k(

$0#2& %'24+(+%#4+0/

FSf[a`S^ 9aSdV aX EWV[US^ =jS_[`Wde& +31/
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)

?W`WdS^ HekUZ[Sfdk& 8_Wd[US` 9aSdV aX HekUZ[Sfdk S`V FWgda^aYk& +32*
;Z[^V HekUZ[Sfdk& 8_Wd[US` 9aSdV aX HekUZ[Sfdk S`V FWgda^aYk& +32,
EWV[US^ ES`SYW_W`f& 8_Wd[US` 9aSdV aX EWV[US^ ES`SYW_W`f& +33+

.+-+4#29 #7#2&3

=jbWdf >[W^V EWV[US^ 9SVYW
8[d 8eeSg^f O[`Ye
DWY[a` aX EWd[f i[fZ GS] DWSX ;^gefWd
EWd[fad[age KWdh[UW EWVS^ i[fZ , GS] DWSX ;^gefWde
8d_k ;a__W`VSf[a` EWVS^
8d_k 8UZ[WhW_W`f EWVS^ i[fZ GS] DWSX ;^gefWd
GdVWd aX E[^[fSdk EWV[US^ EWd[f

*031+4#- #/& 4'#%*+/) #110+/4.'/43

+31. M`[hWde[fk aX ESdk^S`V @aeb[fS^e& 9S^f[_adW& E<(

+31.'+32* DWffWd_S` 8d_k EWV[US^ ;W`fWd& HdWe[V[a aX KS` >dS`U[eUa& ;8(

+310'+312 <aUfade# @aeb[fS^& H[`a^W& ;8(

+312'+32* M`[hWde[fk aX ;S^[Xad`[S KS` >dS`U[eUa& KS` >dS`U[eUa& ;8(

+312'+32* Kf( ESdk#e @aeb[fS^& KS` >dS`U[eUa& ;8(

+32*'+32. <Sd`S^^ 8d_k ;a__g`[fk @aeb[fS^& >adf @aaV& LP(

+32*'+32, A`efdgUfad& ;dW[YZfa` M`[hWde[fk HdaYdS_ Xad HZke[U[S` 8ee[efS`fe(

+32. KWiW^^e Ha[`f FShS^ EWV[US^ ;^[`[U& FadXa^]& N8(

+32/'+323 "
+33.'+332 =[eW`ZaiWd 8d_k EWV[US^ ;W`fWd& >adf ?adVa`& ?8(

+323'+33* <g`ZS_ 8d_k @WS^fZ ;^[`[U& ;Sd^[e^W 9SddSU]e& H8(

+33*'+33- 9^S`UZX[W^V 8d_k ;a__g`[fk @aeb[fS^& >adf ;S_bTW^^& CQ(
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*

+33- OS^fWd JWWV 8d_k EWV[US^ ;W`fWd& <[efd[Uf aX ;a^g_T[S(

+33.' 8V\g`Uf ;^[`[US^ HdaXWeead& M`[Xad_WV KWdh[UWe M`[hWde[fk aX @WS^fZ
KU[W`UWe& 9WfZWeVS& E<(

+33/' >[def N[e[f[`Y HdaXWeead aX LW^WbekUZ[Sfdk& EW``[`YWd ;^[`[U& LabW]S& CK(

+330',**. ;^[`[US^ HdaXWeead& EWV[US^ ;a^^WYW aX ?WadY[S& 8gYgefS& ?8(

+332',**. Hd[hSfW bdSUf[UW& 8gYgefS& ?WadY[S(

+332',**+ 8ffW`V[`Y bekUZ[Sfd[ef& bSdf'f[_W& ;ZSdfWd 8gYgefS 9WZSh[adS^ @aeb[fS^
8gYgefS& ?WadY[S(

,**, 8ffW`V[`Y bekUZ[Sfd[ef& LZW EWV[US^ ;a^^WYW aX ?WadY[S& 8gYgefS&
?WadY[S(

,**.',**/ 8ffW`V[`Y bekUZ[Sfd[ef& J[hWde[VW LdWSf_W`f KWdh[UWe& OSeZ[`Yfa`& <;(

,**/',**1 ;Z[WX& ;Z[^V " 8Va^WeUW`f HekUZ[Sfdk& LZW HekUZ[Sfd[U A`ef[fgfW aX
OSeZ[`Yfa`& OSeZ[`Yfa`& <;(

#$342#%43

PW`S][e& K( F(
=Sd^k @[efadk aX fZW BSbS` KU[W`UW ;ag`U[^& KW`[ad LZWe[e& Hd[`UWfa` M`[hWde[fk&
+31*(

PW`S][e& K(F(& @akf& E(>(& ESd_Sd& ;(>(& S`V @adai[fl& E(B(
LZWdSb[efe# JW^[ST[^[fk [` JSf[`Y fZW[d ai` HekUZafZWdSbk KWee[a`& KaU[Wfk Xad
HekUZafZWdSbk JWeWSdUZ& Bg`W +32*(

PW`S][e& K(F(
NSd[Sf[a`e a` HekUZafZWdSbk [` fZW E[^[fSdk( Kk^^STge S`V KU[W`f[X[U HdaUWWV[`Ye(
8_Wd[US` HekUZ[Sfd[U 8eeaU[Sf[a` 8``gS^ EWWf[`Y& +32*(

9daa]e& >(J(& PW`S][e& K(F(& S`V 9Sfea`& H(E(
;a_TSf KfdWee LdS[`[`Y( 8d_k LdS[`Wd& GUfaTWd +32,(

=T`Wd& <(?(& 9daa]e& >(J(& PW`S][e& K(F(& S`V 9Sfea`& H(E(
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;a_TSf EWV[Ue a` S ;ZW_[US^ 9Sff^WX[W^V( 8d_k LdS[`Wd& 8bd[^ +32-(

PW`S][e& K(F(
;agdeW ;a'<[dWUfad& LdS[`[`Y Xad ;a_TSf KfdWee( FSf[a`S^ ?gSdV EWV[US^
JWh[Wi& 8gYgef +32-(

PW`S][e& K(F(
JWeWSdUZ S`V LdS[`[`Y [` ;a_TSf KfdWee& 8E=<< ;agdeW [` <[h[e[a` HekUZ[Sfdk&
8bd[^ +32.(

ES``[`Y& <(L(& PW`S][e& K(F(& <dS[`& E(& 9S^ea`& H(E(& S`V O[^^[e& 8(K(
LkbW 8 9WZSh[ad [` MK 8d_k 8Uf[hW <gfk& JWUahWd[`Y 8^UaZa^[Ue S`V Fa`'
8^UaZa^[Ue& S`V fZW[d <WbW`VW`f ;Z[^VdW`( 8 LWUZ`[US^ JWbadf KgT_[ffWV fa MK
8d_k <dgY S`V 8^UaZa^ HdaYdS_ S`V LWUZ`[US^ 8Uf[h[fk& 8<;KH=J& @I<8&
+32.(

PW`S][e& K( F(
8XfWd_SfZ aX S` 8[d ;dSeZ4 LZW ?S`VWd LdSYWVk( ?dS`V Jag`Ve fa fZW EWV[US^
;a^^WYW aX ?WadY[S& 8bd[^ +320(

PW`S][e& K(F(
KgbWdh[e[a` Se Fa`'LZWdSbk( HdWeW`fWV Sf fZW >adg_ a` LdS[`[`Y hWdege
LdWSf[`Y fZW HekUZ[Sfd[U JWe[VW`f( 8H8 +-3fZ 8``gS^ EWWf[`Y& ESk +320(

PW`S][e& K(F(&BW`eW`& H(K(& S`V 9^S`Ua& 8(H(
LZW HekUZ[Sfd[ef Se S Eg^f[V[eU[b^[`Sdk LWS_ DWSVWd( HdWeW`fWV Sf S Oad]eZab
a` HekUZafZWdSbk4 8` M`SXXadVST^W Dgjgdk( 8H8 +-3fZ 8``gS^ EWWf[`Y& ESk
+320(

PW`S][e& K(F(& BaeWbZeW`& 8(& >dWk& B(& S`V ES^a`Wk& ;(
LZW 8Va^WeUW`f [` >S_[^k LZWdSbk4 A`fWYdSf[`Y A`V[h[VgS^ S`V >S_[^k <k`S_[Ue(
Oad]eZab bdWeW`fWV Sf fZW 8``gS^ EWWf[`Y aX fZW 8_Wd[US` 8USVW_k aX ;Z[^V
S`V 8Va^WeUW`f HekUZ[Sfdk& GUfaTWd +320(

BW`eW`& H(K(& PW`S][e& K(F(& KZWdhWffW& J(=(& S`V 9S[`& E(O(
<[SY`aef[U S`V LdWSf_W`f HdSUf[UWe Xad 8<< [` fZW ?W`WdS^ @aeb[fS^( HaefWd
KWee[a` Sf fZW 8``gS^ EWWf[`Y aX fZW 8_Wd[US` 8USVW_k aX ;Z[^V S`V
8Va^WeUW`f HekUZ[Sfdk& GUfaTWd +320(

9Sdfa`W& 9( ;WdhS`fWe& J(8(& ?Sdd[YS`& B(B(& A`YdSZS_& D(@(& JSV]W& 8(& Od[YZf& C(
$KSUlk`e][%& MdeS`a& J(B(& NS[f]ge& E(& OS^Tad`& ;(& S`V PW`S][e& K(F(
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,

LZW @g_S` JWeba`eW fa fZW ?S`VWd E[^[fSdk 8[d <[eSefWd( JWbadf OJ8AJ'FH'
22'+,& OS^fWd JWWV 8d_k A`ef[fgfW aX JWeWSdUZ& OSeZ[`Yfa`& <;& ,*-*1'/+**&
S`V MK 8d_k EWV[US^ JWeWSdUZ S`V <WhW^ab_W`f ;a__S`V& >f( <Wfd[U]& E<&
,+1*+'/*+,( M`bgT^[eZWV JWbadf& +321(

PW`S][e& K(F(& ESdUg_& B(E(& ESgdk& B(D(& S`V <gXXk& B(;(
;a`eg^fSf[a` [` fZW 8XfWd_SfZ aX S` 8[d LdSYWVk( HdWeW`fWV Sf fZW +.fZ 8``gS^
KU[W`f[X[U 8eeW_T^k aX fZW 8USVW_k >S_[^k HZke[U[S`e& KS^f DS]W ;[fk& MfSZ&
8bd[^& +322(

BW`eW`& H(K(& KZWdhWffW& J(=(& S`V PW`S][e& K(F(
8`j[Wfk S`V <WbdWee[hW <[eadVWd [` 8<<4 FWi >[`V[`Ye( HdWeW`fWV Sf fZW
8_Wd[US` HekUZ[Sfd[U 8eeaU[Sf[a`& Ea`fdWS^& ;S`SVS& ESk +322(

KZWdhWffW& J(=(& BW`eW`& H(K(& 9^SU]iaaV& 8(& S`V PW`S][e& K(F(
<[eadVWdWV 8ffSUZ_W`f S`V 8ffW`f[a` <WX[U[f <[eadVWde( HdWeW`fWV Sf fZW
8_Wd[US` HekUZ[Sfd[U 8eeaU[Sf[a`& Ea`fdWS^& ;S`SVS& ESk +322(

BW`eW`& H(K(& 9^aWVSg& D(& S`V PW`S][e& K(F(
;Z[^VdW`#e HekUZ[Sfd[U Kk_bfa_e4 =XXWUfe aX KfdWee& Kgbbadfe& S`V HSdW`fS^
HekUZabSfZa^aYk( HdWeW`fWV Sf fZW 8``gS^ EWWf[`Y aX fZW 8_Wd[US` 8USVW_k aX
;Z[^V S`V 8Va^WeUW`f HekUZ[Sfdk& GUfaTWd +322(

BW`eW`& H(K(& PW`S][e& K(F(& Oa^X& H(& <W?daaf& B(& S`V 9S[`& E(O(
LZW E[^[fSdk >S_[^k Kk`Vda_W JWh[e[fWV4 !9k fZW Fg_TWde(! HdWeW`fWV Sf fZW
8``gS^ EWWf[`Y aX fZW 8_Wd[US` 8USVW_k aX ;Z[^V S`V 8Va^WeUW`f HekUZ[Sfdk&
GUfaTWd +322(

<W?daaf& B(>(& BW`eW`& H(K(& S`V PW`S][e& K(F(
;^[`[US^ ;a`e[VWdSf[a`e [` Me[`Y HSdW`f';Z[^V JSf[`Y KUS^We4 =XXWUfe aX ?W`VWd
S`V HSdW`fS^ HekUZabSfZa^aYk( HdWeW`fWV Sf fZW 8``gS^ EWWf[`Y aX fZW
8USVW_k aX ;Z[^V S`V 8Va^WeUW`f HekUZ[Sfdk& GUfaTWd +322(

PW`S][e& K(F(& ;^W_W`fe& L(A(& ?d[XX[`& J(>(& S`V KbSg^V[`Y& N(;(
8d_k EWV[US^ <WbSdf_W`f4 ,**/& MK 8d_k OSd ;a^^WYW& ;Sd^[e^W& HW``ek^hS`[S&
8bd[^ +33*(

<gUZ[`& D(C(& @a^^[e& ?(H(& PW`S][e& K(F(& S`V ?Sd^S`V& >(F(
;aY`[f[hW A_bS[d_W`f [` @AN'Hae[f[hW Ka^V[Wde4 JW^Sf[a` fa EaaV S`V
A__g`aegbbdWee[a`( HdWeW`fWV Sf fZW KagfZWd` EWV[US^ 8eeaU[Sf[a`
;a`XWdW`UW& FSeZh[^^W& LF& GUfaTWd +33*(
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@aVYWe& ?(J(& PW`S][e& K(F(& S`V 9adVW`& K(
HgT^[U KWUfad)Hd[hSfW)KWUfad ;aabWdSf[a`( HdWeW`fWV Sf fZW 8_Wd[US` ;a^^WYW aX
HZke[U[S` =jWUgf[hWe HWdebWUf[hWe [` EWV[US^ ES`SYW_W`f& KS` >dS`U[eUa& ;8&
ESk +33,(

;ZSbbW^^& H(>(& PW`S][e& K(F(& 8`Y^W& ?(& S`V CdgY& =(>(
LZW =XXWUf aX HdW`SfS^ KfdWee a` FWa`SfS^ 9WZSh[adS^ GdYS`[lSf[a` >a^^ai[`Y
>SfZWde# <Wb^ak_W`f fa fZW HWde[S` ?g^X OSd( HdWeW`fWV Sf fZW 9[W``[S^ EWWf[`Y
KaU[Wfk Xad A`XS`Uk KfgV[We& E[S_[& >D& ESk +33,(

PW`S][e& K(F(
JWadYS`[lSf[a` aX fZW 8d_k EWV[US^ <WbSdf_W`f4 LZW Oad] aX LSe] >adUW
8WeUg^Sb[ge( HdWeW`fWV Sf fZW EW``[`YWd E[^[fSdk HekUZ[Sfd[U EWWf[`Y& >WTdgSdk
+33-(

PW`S][e& K(F(& S`V ;^W_W`f& K(<(
JWadYS`[l[`Y Xad ?dWSfWd =XX[U[W`Uk S`V IgS^[fk( HdWeW`fWV Sf fZW 8_Wd[US`
;a^^WYW aX HZke[U[S` =jWUgf[hWe HWdebWUf[hWe [` EWV[US^ ES`SYW_W`f&
OSeZ[`Yfa`& <;& ESk +33.(

PW`S][e& K(F(
LW^W_WV[U[`W S`V >gfgdW aX EW`fS^ @WS^fZ( 8``gS^ 8d_k HekUZ[Sfdk ;a`XWdW`UW&
E[S_[& >D& 8gYgef +33/(

PW`S][e& K(F(
>ad_[`Y EW`fS^ @WS^fZ HdaVgUf D[`We( 8``gS^ 8d_k ;a_T[`WV EW`fS^ @WS^fZ
Kk_bae[g_& KS` <[WYa& ;8& 8bd[^ +330(

PW`S][e& K(F(
8VhS`UWV LWUZ`a^aYk S`V JWW`Y[`WWd[`Y @WS^fZUSdW( Oad^Vi[VW K[Y`S^

Kk_bae[g_& >adf ?adVa`& ?8& <WUW_TWd +330(

PW`S][e& K(F(
Hd[`U[b^We aX HSdf`Wd[`Y S`V fZW LJA;8J= ;a`fdSUfe( O[`fWd <G< LJA;8J=
;a`XWdW`UW& OSeZ[`Yfa`& <;& BS`gSdk +331(

PW`S][e& K(F(& 9^S]We^WW& 9(K(& S`V @ad`Wd& B(
Haee[T[^[f[We Xad HWSUW]WWb[`Y4 LZW Ja^W aX LW^W_WV[U[`W [` A`fWd`Sf[a`S^

A`[f[Sf[hWe(
8``gS^ EWWf[`Y a` N[dfgS^ JWS^[fk& KS` <[WYa& >WTdgSdk +331(
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PW`S][e& K(F( S`V <Sh[e& ;(
>gfgdW LdW`Ve [` E[^[fSdk @WS^fZUSdW S`V EW`fS^ @WS^fZ( 8``gS^ 8d_k ;a_T[`WV
EW`fS^ @WS^fZ Kk_bae[g_& LS_bS& >D& 8bd[^ +331(

PW`S][e& K(F( S`V @a^^aiSk& @(;(
=jfW`V[`Y HekUZ[Sfd[U KWdh[UWe4 =jbWd[W`UWe [` KbSUW( HJGE=<MK& Lad[`a&

AfS^k&
GUfaTWd +331(

PW`S][e& K(F(
Me[`Y LW^WbekUZ[Sfdk Xad Hdah[VWd'Kba`eadWV Hd[_Sdk ;SdW A`fWYdSf[a`( LZW

Hd[_Sdk
;SdW) 9WZSh[adS^ @WS^fZUSdW Kg__[f& Kf( Dag[e& EG& FahW_TWd +332(

PW`S][e& K(F( S`V ;a^iW^^& N(B(
LW^W_WV[U[`W S`V fZW 9gd` ;W`fWd( 8_Wd[US` LW^W_WV[U[`W 8eeaU[Sf[a`& KS^f
DS]W ;[fk& ML& 8bd[^ +333(

PW`S][e& K(F( S`V ;a^iW^^& N(B(
OZW` ES`SYWV ;SdW DWSd`e 8Tagf LW^W_WV[U[`W( 8_Wd[US` LW^W_WV[U[`W
8eeaU[Sf[a`& KS^f DS]W ;[fk& ML& 8bd[^ +333(

;a^iW^^& N(B( S`V PW`S][e& K(F(
Dai'Uaef Kgbbadf fa ;a__g`[fk GgfdWSUZ ;^[`[Ue( 8_Wd[US` LW^W_WV[U[`W
8eeaU[Sf[a`& KS^f DS]W ;[fk& ML& 8bd[^ +333(

PW`S][e& K(F(
N[Wi[`Y EW`fS^ @WS^fZ LZdagYZ fZW Hd[e_ aX =Ua`a_[Ue( ?dS`V Jag`Ve& LZW

EWV[US^
;a^^WYW aX ?WadY[S& BS`gSdk& +-& ,***(

PW`S][e& K(F(
KfdWee HSfZa^aYk <gd[`Y <[eSefWd K[fgSf[a`e( <[eSefWd ,**,4 8dW Qag HdWbSdWV7&
HdWeW`fWV Tk LZW EWV[US^ ;a^^WYW aX ?WadY[S Sf @[^fa` @WSV& K;& >WTdgSdk
,**,(

K`kVWd& K(E(& <dalV& B(>(& PW`S][e& K(F(
NS^[VSf[a` aX 8<@< JSf[`Y KUS^We& DWffWd fa fZW =V[fad aX fZW Bagd`S^ aX 8_Wd[US`
8USVW_k aX ;Z[^V S`V 8Va^WeUW`f HekUZ[Sfdk& .-4+*& GUfaTWd ,**.& bb( ++23'
++3*(
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PW`S][e& K(F(
>da_ fZW EWV[Ue4 M`ZWS^fZk K[^W`UW( Ggf^aa] KWUf[a`( OSeZ[`Yfa` Haef&
>WTdgSdk 0& ,**/(

PW`S][e& K(F(
E[^[fSdk EWV[US^ =fZ[Ue4 ;S^^[`Y Xad DWSVWdeZ[b( HdWeW`fWV Sf ?dS`V Jag`Ve Sf
;ad`W^^ KUZaa^ aX EWV[U[`W& FWi Qad]& FWi Qad]& 8bd[^ ,1& ,**/(

PW`S][e& K(F
EWV[US^ =fZ[Ue [` fZW 8YW aX LadfgdW( Kk_bae[g_ eba`eadWV Tk fZW ;W`fWd Xad
8_Wd[US` HdaYdWee& OSeZ[`Yfa`& <(;(& 8gYgef -& ,**/(

PW`S][e& K(F( S`V D[Xfa`& JaTWdf B(
<aUfade _gef TW ZWS^Wde& `af [`fWddaYSfade( LZW Dae 8`YW^We L[_We& Bg`W 2&
,**0(

PW`S][e& K(F(
EaVWdSfad& >[def <a Fa @Sd_( KWee[a` LZdWW4 FSf[a`S^ ?gS`fS`S_a LWSUZ'[`(
KWfa` @S^^ DSi KUZaa^& GUfaTWd /& ,**0(

PW`S][e& K(F(
<WXW`V[`Y <[Y`[fk( LZW HaiWd aX @WS^fZ HdaXWee[a`S^e Se @g_S` J[YZfe
8VhaUSfWe( LadfgdW Tk MK >adUWe( FahW_TWd .& ,**0(

8^^W`& K( S`V PW`S][e& K(F(
Ggd <gfk fa OSd <WfS[`WWe( 9aefa` ?^aTW& BS`gSdk ,,& ,**1(

8^^W`& K( S`V PW`S][e& K(F( HdafWUf[`Y iSd VWfS[`WWe( A`fWd`Sf[a`S^ @WdS^V
Ld[Tg`W& BS`gSdk ,-& ,**1(

PW`S][e& K(F(
E[^[fSdk LadfgdW " EWV[U[`W4 ;daee'V[eU[b^[`Sdk HWdebWUf[hWe a` fZW GUUgddW`UW "
JS_[X[USf[a`e aX LadfgdW( HS`W^ <[eUgee[a` eba`eadWV Tk LZW HZke[U[S`e Xad
@g_S` J[YZfe( <Sdf_agfZ ;a^^WYW( >WTdgSdk ,*& ,**1(

CadT& D( B( S`V PW`S][e& K(F(
G` HWdea``W^ JWSV[`Wee( FWieVSk& BS`gSdk ,0& ,**1(

CadT& D(B( S`V PW`S][e& K(F(
Ldaab _adS^W S USegS^fk aX [` AdSc( FWieVSk(Ua_& >WTdgSdk ,& ,**1(
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8^^W`& K( S`V PW`S][e& K(F(
OWSba`[lWV EWV[U[`W( LZW KSUdS_W`fa 9WW( >WTdgSdk ,**2(

PW`S][e& K(F(
<WfS[`WW @WS^fZ ;ZS^^W`YWe( OSd S`V @WS^fZ4 8``gS^ @WS^fZ DSi S`V
A`fWd`Sf[a`S^ Kk_bae[S( OZ[ff[Wd DSi KUZaa^me ;W`fWd Xad A`fWd`Sf[a`S^ S`V
;a_bSdSf[hW DSi( >WTdgSdk ,,& ,**2(

PW`S][e& K(F(
=fZ[US^ ;a`X^[Ufe aX @WS^fZ HdaXWee[a`S^e [` OSdf[_W( AdSc 8Uf[a` ?dagb Sf M;K>(
>WTdgSdk ,/( ,**2(

PW`S][e& K(F(
Fa LadfgdW& Fa =jUWbf[a`e( LZW OSeZ[`Yfa` Ea`fZ^k( ESdUZ ,**2(

PW`S][e& K(F(
=`V[`Y LadfgdW4 A_b^[USf[a`e Xad MK Ha^[Uk( ,**3 ESdh[` OW[eeTWdY DWUfgdWd [`
A`fWd`Sf[a`S^ @g_S` J[YZfe& 9W^a[f ;a^^WYW& KWbfW_TWd ,**3(

JgTW`efW[`& D(K( S`V PW`S][e& K(F(
<aUfade O[fZagf EadS^e( LZW FWi Qad] L[_We $ab'WV%( ESdUZ +& ,*+*(

PW`S][e& K(F(
OZk Ka^V[Wde <d[`]( @gXX[`Yfa` Haef( >WTdgSdk ,0& ,*+*(

PW`S][e& K(F(
OZSf -52 &@=? (<072= ?af J[YZf( @gXX[`Yfa` Haef( ESdUZ +*& ,*+*(

PW`S][e& K(F(
NWfWdS`em @WS^fZUSdW >S^^e KZadf( -52 &688" ESdUZ ,,& ,*+*(

PW`S][e& K(F(
JW_W_TWd[`Y E[^[fSdk Kg[U[VWe( @gXX[`Yfa` Haef( ESk -+& ,*+*(

PW`S][e& K(F(
JSV[US^ \[ZSV[e_ [` `af S _W`fS^ V[eadVWd( LZW OSeZ[`Yfa` Haef $Ggf^aa]%(
<WUW_TWd +,& ,*+*(

PW`S][e& K(F(
A=<e& 8^lZW[_Wdme& S`V `Sf[a`S^ VWXW`eW( -52 &688A> ;a`YdWee 9^aY( <WUW_TWd
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,*& ,*+*(

PW`S][e& K(F(
FWi >WVWdS^ JWeWSdUZ p egTe[V[l[`Y bZSd_S( -52 &688A> ;a`YdWee 9^aY( BS`gSdk
,0& ,*++

PW`S][e& K(F(
JWXad_[`Y VWXW`eW ZWS^fZUSdW( ;a__W`f( -52 &688" ESdUZ +0& ,*++(

PW`S][e& K(F(
nKbWS][`Y agf a` LadfgdW4 E[eY[h[`Ye S`V ;ZS^^W`YWe aX S E[^[fSdk <aUfad(o
KWUgd[`Y 8UUag`fST[^[fk Xad LadfgdW " ;A<L4 FWi LdW`Ve S`V ;a_bSdSf[hW
DWeea`e( A`fWd`Sf[a`S^ =jbWdf Oad]eZab eba`eadWV Tk fZW =gdabWS` M`[a`(
BWdgeS^W_& AedSW^( 8bd[^ .'/& ,*++(

PW`S][e& K(F(
LZW KfdgYY^W 8YS[`ef M(K( Kba`eadWV LadfgdW(o CWk`afW Xad L8KK; '' LadfgdW
8Ta^[f[a` S`V Kgdh[hade# Kgbbadf ;aS^[f[a`( 8bd[^ +0& ,*++(

PW`S][e& K(F(
8YW`f GdS`YW Vs\r hg( LZW @[^^( Bg`W 3& ,*++(

PW`S][e& K(F(
FWgdabekUZ[Sfd[U =h[VW`UW aX OSfWdTaSdV[`Y S`V afZWd 8Tge[hW LdWSf_W`fe(
A`fWd`Sf[a`S^ 8eeaU[Sf[a` aX >adW`e[U KU[W`UWe& ESVW[dS& HadfgYS^& KWbfW_TWd&
,*++(

PW`S][e& K(F(
E[^[fSdk EW`fS^ @WS^fZ S`V EadS^ ;Za[UWe( <g]W E[^[fWe ;Zd[ef[( <g]W M`[hWde[fk
KUZaa^ aX <[h[`[fk( FahW_TWd +,& ,*++(

PW`S][e& K(F(
A`h[fWV 8df[U^W4 ;a`VW_`[`Y LadfgdW S`V 8TgeW( HekUZ[Sfd[U FWie( A` bdWee(
,*++(

PW`S][e& K(F(
Hd[`U[b^We aX E[^[fSdk EW`fS^ @WS^fZ( O[^^[S_ 9WSg_a`f 8d_k EWV[US^ ;W`fWd
Kk_bae[g_( BS`gSdk +3& ,*+,(

PW`S][e& K(F(
M`VWdefS`V[`Y HLK<( A`h[fWV DWffWd( LZW O[^ea` IgSdfWd^k( O[`fWd ,*+,(
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PW`S][e& K(F(
8XfWd fZW iSd4 JWSUZ[`Y agd Sf'd[e] hWfWdS`e( LZW @[^^( >WTdgSdk 2& ,*+,(

PW`S][e& K(F(
LZW M(K( _[^[fSdk VaWe`mf ]`ai iZa [e X[f fa X[YZf( ./>56;4?<; *<>? )@?8<<7!

ESdUZ ,-& ,*+,(

PW`S][e& K(F(
KbWS][`Y agf a` LadfgdW4 E[eY[h[`Ye S`V ;ZS^^W`YWe aX S E[^[fSdk <aUfad(
G` LadfgdW( 8VS^SZ'LZW DWYS^ ;W`fWd Xad 8dST E[`ad[fk J[YZfe [` AedSW^&
HZke[U[S` Xad @g_S` J[YZfe'AedSW^& S`V 8^ EWlS` ;W`fWd Xad @g_S` J[YZfe&
Bg`W ,*+,(

PW`S][e& K(F(
OSeZ[`Yfa` KZag^V Kfab Hgff[`Y La^^ 9aafZe a` fZW A`Xad_Sf[a` @[YZiSk& LZW
@[^^& 8gYgef 0& ,*+,( Zffb4))fZWZ[^^(Ua_)T^aYe)Ua`YdWee'T^aY)ZWS^fZUSdW),.,--1'
efab'bgff[`Y'fa^^'TaafZe'a`'fZW'[`Xad_Sf[a`'Z[YZiSk

PW`S][e& K(F(
8` M`'<S`YWdage E[`V& LZW FWi Qad] L[_We(
Zffb4))iii(`kf[_We(Ua_),*+,)+*)++)ab[`[a`)ea_W'YgS`fS`S_a'VWfS[`WWe'SdW'
eWUgd[fk'fZdWSfe'a_Sd']ZSVd'[e`f'a`W'aX'fZW_(Zf_^7Rd6*

PW`S][e& K(F(
JWfZ[`][`Y HLK<( A`h[fWV DWUfgdW& -52 %=67><; ';>?6?@?2 3<= %1@0/?6<; /;1
+2>2/=05 <3 ?52 #@>?2; +644> $2;?2=! GUfaTWd +,'+.& ,*+,(

PW`S][e& K(F(
LZW Ja^W " JWeba`e[T[^[f[We aX HekUZ[Sfdk [` ,+ef ;W`fgdk OSdXSdW( A`h[fWV
DWUfgdW& 8``gS^ EWWf[`Y aX fZW 8_Wd[US` 8USVW_k aX HekUZ[Sfdk S`V fZW DSi&
Ea`fdWS^& ;S`SVS& GUfaTWd ,/',2& ,*+,(

PW`S][e& K(F(

L[_W fa W`V dWefd[Uf[a` a` _[^[fSdk bWdea``W^ V[eU^ae[`Y bWdea`S^ X[dWSd_e( -52
&688" <WUW_TWd +/& ,*+,(

PW`S][e& K(F(
;S` OW A_bdahW EW`fS^ @WS^fZ7 LZW @[^^( >WTdgSdk +/& ,*+-(
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PW`S][e& K(F(
<W_S`V S UZS`YW a` SUUWee fa X[dWSd_e( LZW @[^^( ESdUZ ,*& ,*+-(

15$-+%#4+0/3

9daa]e& >(J(& PW`S][e& K(F(& =T`Wd& <(?(& S`V 9S^ea`& H(E(
HekUZa^aY[US^ JWSUf[a`e <gd[`Y ;ZW_[US^ OSdXSdW LdS[`[`Y( E[^[fSdk EWV[U[`W(
Na^( +.2& Fa( -& ESdUZ +32-& bb( ,-,',-/(

PW`S][e& K(F(& @akf& E(>(& S`V @adai[fl& E(B(
JW^[ST[^[fk aX KW^X'JWbadfe Tk LZWdSb[efe Me[`Y fZW LZWdSb[ef 8Uf[a` KUS^W(
HekUZafZWdSbk LZWadk& JWeWSdUZ& S`V HdSUf[UW( Na^( ,*$-%& >S^^ +32-& bb( -+.'
-,*(

@akf& E(>(& PW`S][e& K(F(& ESd_Sd& ;(>(& S`V @adai[fl& E(B(
LZWdSbWgf[U 8Uf[a`e fZSf A`X^gW`UW fZW[d HWdUWbf[a`e aX !?aaV! HekUZafZWdSbk(
Bagd`S^ aX FWdhage S`V EW`fS^ <[eWSeW( Na^( +1+& Fa( 1&+32-& bb& .**'.*.(

BW`eW`& H(K(& DWi[e& J(D(& S`V PW`S][e& K(F(
LZW E[^[fSdk >S_[^k [` JWh[Wi4 ;a`fWjf& J[e] S`V HdWhW`f[a`( Bagd`S^ aX fZW
8_Wd[US` 8USVW_k aX ;Z[^V HekUZ[Sfdk( Na^( ,/& Fa( ,& ESdUZ +32/& bb( ,,/'
,-.(

PW`S][e& K(F(& 9daa]e& >(J(& S`V 9S^ea`& H(E(
8 Ld[SYW S`V =_WdYW`Uk LdWSf_W`f EaVW^ Xad ;a_TSf EWV[Ue a` fZW ;ZW_[US^
9Sff^WX[W^V( E[^[fSdk EWV[U[`W( Na^( +/*& 8gYgef& +32/& bb( .++'.+/(

ES``[`Y& <(L(& 9S^ea`& H(E(& S`V PW`S][e& K(F(
LZW HdWhS^W`UW aX LkbW 8 HWdea`S^[fk [` ;Z[^VdW` aX 8^UaZa^[Ue( 8^UaZa^[e_4
;^[`[US^ S`V =jbWd[_W`fS^ JWeWSdUZ( Na^( +*& Fa( ,& ESdUZ'8bd[^ +320& bb( +2.'
+23&

ES``[`Y& <(L(& PW`S][e& K(F(& 9S^ea`& H(E(& S`V O[^^[e& 8(K(
HdWhS^W`UW aX LkbW 8 9WZSh[ad [` 8_Wd[US` Ka^V[Wde S`V fZW[d ;Z[^VdW`( E[^[fSdk
EWV[U[`W( Na^( +/-& Fa( 1& Bg^k +322& bb( -/2'-/3(

BW`eW`& H(K(& LdSk^ad& B(& PW`S][e& K(F(& S`V <Sh[e& @(
;Z[^V HekUZabSfZa^aYk JSf[`Y KUS^We S`V A`fWddSfWd 8YdWW_W`f4 A( Bagd`S^ aX fZW
8_Wd[US` 8USVW_k aX ;Z[^V S`V 8Va^WeUW`f HekUZ[Sfdk( Na^( ,1& Fa( .& +322&
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bb( ..,'./*(

BW`eW`& H(K(& PW`S][e& K(F(& <Sh[e& @(& S`V <W?daaf& B(
;Z[^V HekUZabSfZa^aYk JSf[`Y KUS^We S`V ^`fWddSfWd 8YdWW_W`f4 AA( ;Z[^V S`V
>S_[^k ;ZSdSUfWd[ef[Ue( Bagd`S^ aX fZW 8_Wd[US` 8USVW_k aX ;Z[^V S`V
8Va^WeUW`f HekUZ[Sfdk( Na^( ,1& Fa( .&+322& bb( ./+'.0+(

BW`eW`& H K(& PW`S][e& K(F(& KZWdhWffW& J(=(& AAA& S`V 9S[`& E(O(
HekUZaeaU[S^ S`V EWV[US^ @[efad[We aX Kf[_g^S`f LdWSfWV ;Z[^VdW`( Bagd`S^ aX fZW
8_Wd[US` 8USVW_k aX ;Z[^V S`V 8Va^WeUW`f HekUZ[Sfdk( Na^( ,1& Fa( 0&
FahW_TWd +322& bb( 132'2*+(

BW`eW`& H(K(& ?daYS`& <(& PW`S][e& K(F(& S`V 9S[`& E(O(
>SfZWd 8TeW`UW =XXWUfe a` ;Z[^V S`V ESfWd`S^ HekUZabSfZa^aYk( Bagd`S^ aX fZW
8_Wd[US` 8USVW_k aX ;Z[^V S`V 8Va^WeUW`f HekUZ[Sfdk( Na^( ,2& Fa( ,& +323&
bb( +1+'+1/(

BW`eW`& H(K(& PW`S][e& K(F(& KZWdhWffW& J(=(& AAA& S`V 9S[`& E(O(
<[SY`aef[U S`V LdWSf_W`f HdSUf[UWe Xad 8ffW`f[a` <WX[U[f <[eadVWd [` fZW ?W`WdS^
@aeb[fS^( @aeb[fS^ S`V ;a__g`[fk HekUZ[Sfdk( Na^( .*& Fa( 1& Bg^k +323& bb(
1*2'1+,(

>dS`U[e& ?(D(& ?daYS`& <(& @SdVk& D(9(& BW`eW`& H(K(& PW`S][e& K(F(& S`V CWSd`k& B(
?dagb HekUZafZWdSbk [` fZW LdWSf_W`f aX 8Va^WeUW`f S`V HdWSVa^WeUW`f E[^[fSdk
<WbW`VW`fe i[fZ JWUgddW`f <[STWf[U CWfaSU[Vae[e( E[^[fSdk EWV[U[`W( Na^( +//&
Fa( 3& KWbfW_TWd +33*& bb( -21'-3*(

PW`S][e& K(F(& ESgdk& B(D(& <gXXk& B(;(& S`V ESdUg_& B(E(
;a`eg^fSf[a` [` fZW 8XfWd_SfZ aX S` 8[d LdSYWVk( E[^[fSdk EWV[U[`W& Na^( +/0&
BS`gSdk +33+& bb( ,-',0(

BW`eW`& H(K(& PW`S][e& K(F(& Oa^X& H(& S`V 9S[`& E(O(
LZW !E[^[fSdk >S_[^k Kk`Vda_W! JWh[e[fWV4 !9k fZW Fg_TWde(! LZW Bagd`S^ aX
FWdhage S`V EW`fS^ <[eWSeW& Na^( +13& Fa& ,& +33+& bb( +*,'+*1(

BW`eW`& H(K(& KZWdhWffW& J(=(& AAA& PW`S][e& K(F(& S`V J[UZfWde& B(
8`j[Wfk S`V <WbdWee[hW <[eadVWde [` 8ffW`f[a` <WX[U[f <[eadVWd i[fZ @kbWdSUf[h[fk4
FWi >[`V[`Ye( 8_Wd[US` Bagd`S^ aX HekUZ[Sfdk( Na^( +/*& Fa( 2& 8gYgef +33-&
bb( +,*-'+,*3(

BW`eW`& H(K(& Adi[`& J(8(;(& BaeWbZea`& 8(E(& <Sh[e& @(& PW`S][e& K(F(& 9^aWVSg& D(&
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FWee& J(&
ESTW& 8(& DWW& 9(& LdSk^ad& B(& S`V ;^Siea`& D(
<SfS'?SfZWd[`Y Laa^e Xad !JWS^ Oad^V! ;^[`[US^ KWff[`Ye4 8 Eg^f[e[fW >WSe[T[^[fk
KfgVk( Bagd`S^ aX 8_Wd[US` 8USVW_k aX ;Z[^V S`V 8Va^WeUW`f HekUZ[Sfdk& -/4+&
BS`gSdk +330& bb( //'00(

PW`S][e& K(F(& 9^S]We^WW& 9(K(& @ad`Wd& B(8( Haee[T[^[f[We Xad bWSUW]WWb[`Y4 fZW da^W aX
fW^W_WV[U[`W [` [`fWd`Sf[a`S^ [`[f[Sf[hWe!" ,?@1 &2/8?5 -205;<8 ';3<=9#" $%&(%')#

+331 $Na^( -3& HSYWe ,/1'0-%(

EWSeW& 8(& OZ[f^aU]& O(D(& 9dai`& 8(& EaadW& C(& HSh^[eUeS]& @(& <[`YTSg_& 8(&
DSUWX[W^V& <(& 9g]Wd& C(& PW`S][e& K(F(

LW^W_WV[U[`W A_bdahWV <[STWf[U ES`SYW_W`f( E[^[fSdk EWV[U[`W& +333(

PW`S][e& K(F(
EadW a`4 n<aUfade Egef 9W @WS^Wdeo( KWfa` @S^^ DSi JWh[Wi& Na^ -1& Fa( -&
,**1(

JgTW`efW[`& D(K( S`V PW`S][e& K(F(
nHd[ea`Wd aX OSde4 LZW MeW aX LadfgdW S`V HekUZa^aY[US^ OSdXSdW&o [` OSd S`V
HgT^[U @WS^fZ $KWUa`V =V[f[a`%& WV[fWV Tk 9Sddk K( DWhk S`V N[Ufad O( K[VW^( FWi
Qad]4 GjXadV M`[hWde[fk HdWee& ,**2(

@ge]Wk& C( S`V PW`S][e& K(F(
@g`YWd Kfd[]Wde4 ;ZS^^W`YWe fa fZW ?gS`fS`S_a <WfS[`WW @WS^fZ ;SdW Ha^[Uk(
OZ[ff[Wd DSi JWh[Wi& Na^ -*& Fa( .& Kg__Wd ,**3(

JgTW`efW[`& D(K( S`V PW`S][e& K(F(
Ja^W aX ;A8 HZke[U[S`e [` =`ZS`UWV A`fWddaYSf[a` S`V LadfgdW aX <WfS[`WWe(
Bagd`S^ aX fZW 8_Wd[US` EWV[US^ 8eeaU[Sf[a`& 8gYgef .& ,*+*& Na^ -*.& Fa( /& bb(
/03'1*(

ASUab[`a& N( S`V PW`S][e& K(F(
FWY^WUf aX EWV[US^ =h[VW`UW aX LadfgdW [` ?gS`fSq`S_a 9Sk4 8 ;SeW KWd[We(
HDaK EWV 2$.%4 W+**+*,1( Va[4+*(+-1+)\agd`S^(b_WV(+**+*,1(

1#4'/4

KkefW_e S`V EWfZaVe Xad ES`SY[`Y 9[a^aY[US^ <SfS S`V Hdah[V[`Y <SfS A`fWdbdWfSf[a`
Laa^e( $OG),**-)*1+-3+%( 8gYgef ,2& ,**-( i[fZ <( BaXXW& E( @[U]Wk& K( K`kVWd& S`V N(
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6+&'0&+3%

9S^ea`& H(E(& PW`S][e& K(F(& ESfUZWd& B(& <S`SZWd& 9(& S`V 9daa]e& >(J(
;d[e[e ;ag`eW^[`Y( N[VWaV[eU K[_g^Sf[a` KUd[bf( MK 8d_k 8USVW_k aX @WS^fZ
KU[W`UWe& +32-(

%522'/4 2'3'#2%*

IgS`f[fSf[hW =^WUfdaW`UWbZS^aYdSbZk $c==?% Sbb^[WV fa V[SY`ae[e S`V fdWSf_W`f(
LZW 8bb^[USf[a` aX 8VhS`UWV LWUZ`a^aYk fa @WS^fZUSdW <W^[hWdk(
EW`fS^ @WS^fZ S`V =fZ[Ue(

$0#2& #((+-+#4+0/3

A``ahSf[a` @WS^fZ >ag`VSf[a`
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Executive Summary

The World Health Organization Assessment Instrument for Mental Health Systems
(WHO-AIMS) was used to collect information on the mental health system in Sudan. The
goal of collecting this information is to improve the mental health system and to provide
a baseline for monitoring the change. This will enable Sudan to develop information-
based mental health plans with clear base-line information and targets. It will also be
useful to monitor progress in implementing reform policies, providing community
services, and involving users, families and other stakeholders in mental health promotion,
prevention, care and rehabilitation.

Sudan's mental health policy was reformulated in 2006-2008. The last version of mental
health legislation dates back to 1998 and requires updating. No national human rights
review body exists. Review/inspection of human rights protection of patients in mental
hospitals is sporadic and inconsistent. None of the mental health staff working in mental
hospitals received any training on human rights.

Everyone has free access (at least 80%) to essential psychotropic medicines in psychiatric
emergencies only. For those that pay out of pocket, the cost of antipsychotic medication
is 27% and of antidepressant medication is 18% of the minimum daily wage
(approximately 1 US$ per day for antipsychotic medication and 0.41 US$ per day for
antidepressant medication) . There are no social insurance schemes. Worker's insurance
scheme benefits a small proportion of the population.

In Sudan, the mental health system has most types of mental health facilities; however
most of them need to be strengthened and developed further in terms of staff, treatment
facilities and living facilities. There is an imbalance in favor of mental hospital inpatient
care. The vast majority of financial resources and a substantial part of human resources
are directed towards mental hospitals. Few facilities are devoted to children and
adolescents.

The users treated in outpatient facilities are primarily diagnosed with mood disorders
(47%) schizophrenia and related disorders (16%), however, collection of such data is
poor. The average number of contact with the mental health facilities is 1.47. None of
these facilities provide active follow-up care in the community, and there are no mental
health mobile teams. In terms of available treatments in outpatient facilities, percentage
of patients receiving psychosocial treatments is unavailable. All (100%) mental health
outpatient facilities have at last one psychotropic medicine of each therapeutic class (anti-
psychotic, antidepressant, mood stabilizer, anxiolytic, and antiepileptic medicines)
available in the facility or in a near-by pharmacy all year round. However, such
medications are not provided free of charge except in case of psychiatric emergencies.
Access to mental health facilities is unevenly distributed across the country, favoring
those living in or near the capital city.
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Primary health care staff training on mental health issues is weak, as is interaction
between the primary health and mental health system. There is only one pilot scheme of
integration of mental health with general health care in the Gazira state.

The total number of human resources working in mental health facilities or private
practice per 100,000 population is 0.92. There is one family association' and consumer
association in the country that were started recently.

There are formal links between the mental health sector and other sectors, but many of
the critical links are weak or not developed (e.g., links with the welfare, housing, judicial,
work provision, education sectors). There are no coordinating bodies to oversee public
education and awareness campaigns on the mental health issues. There is no legislative or
financial support for people with mental disorders.

The Ministry of Health publishes an annual report on the statistics of 5 clinical
conditions. There have been 19 research articles on mental health published in indexed
journals during the last 5 years. Some research on epidemiological and non-
epidemiological clinical/questionnaires assessments of mental disorders and services has
been conducted by non-governmental and international organizations.

Data relating to treatment contacts of person with mental illness are collected and
complied with a variable extent. The mental health information system does not cover all
relevant information in all facilities.
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WHO-AIMS COUNTRY REPORT FOR SUDAN

Introduction

With an area of 2 506 000 km2, Sudan is the largest country in Africa. The heart of the
country, in terms of population, lies at the confluence of the Blue and White Niles. The
conurbation of the three towns, Khartoum, Khartoum North and Omdurman, is situated
there and contains almost 20% of the population. The total population of Sudan is
estimated to be 38 million (source of data 2008). The urban population is 36% of the total
population. About 2.2 million are still entirely nomadic. There are about 19 major ethnic
groups and a further 597 subgroups. Of the total population 42% are below 15 years, and
4% are above the age of 65 years (source of data 2001). In 2000, the total adult literacy
rate and the female adult literacy rate were estimated at 50% and 49%, respectively. The
crude death rate is 11.5 per 1000 population and the crude birth rate is 37.8 per 1000
population (data source 2004). The infant mortality rate is estimated at 68 per 1000 live
births, and under-5 mortality rate is estimated to be 104 per 1000 live births. Total life
expectancy at birth was 56.6 years in 2000. Maternal mortality ratio is estimated at 50.9
per 10 000 live births (2000).

The per capita gross national product in 2004 was US$ 578. The per capita Ministry of
Health expenditure was US$ 2.1 in 2004. The Ministry of Health expenditure represented
1.6 % of the country's budget in 2006 while the expenditure on mental health is unknown.

In 2003, there were 1.8 physicians, 0.07 dentists, 5.1 nurses/midwives and 7.1 hospital
beds per 10,000 of the population, respectively. Health has been declared the first
national priority after security. The health policies give priority to family health and
reduction in morbidity and mortality rates among mothers and children; encourage
community involvement in the planning, implementation and supervision of the health
services; reinforce primary health care and the delivery of its integrated components
through the area health system; encourage scientific research into the more pressing
health problems, including environmental pollution, endemic and epidemic diseases and
malnutrition; seek improvement of the managerial skills of personnel at all levels; and
emphasize coordination between health-related ministries and departments.

The design of the health care system in Sudan is based on primary health care and the
"health area" concept, which is conceived as a decentralized health care system able to
integrate, at district level, the existing vertical programmes, including preventive,
curative and promotional activities. At village level, primary health care units represent
the first level of contact between the community and the health services. Secondary
health care is available in small towns through rural hospitals and urban health centres.
Tertiary health care services comprise provincial, regional, university and specialist
hospitals.

Committees for health have been established at both village and national levels. These
committees are involved in planning, execution, resource finding and allocation as well
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as supervision of health services in their localities. The committees are supported by
national laws and regulations and are effective, powerful bodies. Nongovernmental
organizations play a recognized role in the delivery of health care. The Ministry of Health
has invited them to participate in planning sessions and meeting at national and local
levels.

The health services suffer from acute shortages in trained personnel. There are no health
human resources plans, and universities and other training institutions work in isolation
from the Ministry of Health. Training and education are thus not directed towards the
meeting of national needs.

The country is a low income group country based on World Bank 2004 criteria. The life
expectancy at birth is 54.9 years for males and 59.3 years for females. The healthy life
expectancy at birth is 47 years for males and 50 years for females. The literacy rate is
70.8% for men and 49.1% for women (Mental Health Atlas, WHO, 2005).

There are 72 hospital beds and 19 physicians per 100,000 populations in the public sector.
In terms of primary care, there are 2031 primary health care clinics. These data are
available only for the public sector. Health resources are strongly centralized in spite of
decentralization policy, i.e. 72% of physicians are based in the main city, and the
surrounding region, both of which congregate 16% of the country population (2004
Census).

The mental health system is hospital based. For the last 5 years efforts have been made to
shift attention to the community, but with limited success. Overall, mental health system
resources are scarce and centralized.

Data was collected in 2007 and is based on the year 2006.
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Domain 1: Policy and Legislative Framework

Policy, plans, and legislation

Sudan's mental health policy was last revised in 2008 and includes the following
components:
(1) developing a mental health component in primary health care, (2) human resources, (3)
involvement of users and families, (4) advocacy and promotion, (5) human rights
protection of users, (6) equity and access to mental health services across different groups,
(7) quality improvement, (8) financing and (9) monitoring system. An essential
medicines list is present in the country that included all categories of psychotropic
medicines.

The last revision of the mental health plan took place in 2002 It included all the
components of the mental health policy, and also the additional component of reforming
mental hospitals to provide more comprehensive care. There is no disaster/emergency
preparedness plan for mental health. The mental health legislation was established in
1998 and is currently under revision. A mental health act has been drafted and is waiting
for approval from the parliament. The following components are included in the proposed
legislation: access to mental health care including access to the least restrictive care,
rights of mental health services consumers, family and other care givers, competency,
capacity and guardianship issues for people with mental illness, voluntary and
involuntary treatment, law enforcement and other judicial system issues for people with
mental illness.

Financing of mental health services

The percentage of expenditures on mental health in Sudan is unknown. However,
available funds are mainly oriented towards mental hospitals. There are no social
insurance schemes and psychotropic medication is available free only in emergency
psychiatric care. The cost of the cheapest antipsychotic medication is 27% of the daily
minimum wages and cost of cheapest antidepressant medication is 18% of the one day
minimum wage.

Human rights policies

None of the mental health workers receive special training in human rights.
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Domain 2: Mental Health Services

Organization of mental health services

A national mental health authority exists under the umbrella of preventive medicine and
primary health care at the federal level. However, it needs strengthening. It provides
advice to the government on mental health policies and legislation. It is also involved in
service planning, management and co-ordination. Mental health services are not available
at the primary level, or organized in primary health care service packages. The main
strategic goal is to introduce care for mental health at the general service level, especially
at the primarily level. None of the mental hospitals are organizationally integrated with
mental health outpatient facilities.

Mental health outpatient facilities

There are 17 outpatient facilities of which 6% are exclusively for children (Gazera &
Khartoum state). These facilities treat 110 users per 100,000 population. Of all of the
users treated in mental outpatient facilities 48% are female. The proportion of children
and adolescents among users is 8%.

The users treated in outpatient facilities are primarily diagnosed with schizophrenia
(16%), mood (affective) disorders (47%) and neurotic, stress and somatoform disorders
(10%). None of the outpatient facilities provide follow-up care in the community, nor do
any have mental health mobile teams. There is a lack of information regarding the
patients' records in the health facilities. Also, the information available often does not
reflect the real situation of the current problems. Moreover, there still is a great cultural
barrier in seeking medical advice - most of patients go to traditional healers, especially in
the rural areas.

The average number of contacts per user is 1.47. None of the mental health outpatient
facilities provide routine follow-up or community care. There are no mobile clinic teams
that provide regular mental health care outside of the mental health facility.

All mental health outpatient facilities have at least one psychotropic medicine of each
therapeutic class (anti-psychotic, antidepressant, mood stabilizer, anxiolytic, and
antiepileptic medicines) available in the facility.

Day treatment facilities

There are no day treatment facilities available in the country.

Community – based psychiatric inpatient units

There are 9 community based inpatient units available in the country for a total of 0.9
beds per 100, 0000 population. None of these beds are reserved for children and
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adolescents; 46% of the admissions to community–based psychiatric inpatient units are
female and 2% are children / adolescent.

The primary diagnoses of admissions to community–based psychiatric inpatient units
include schizophrenia (32%), mood disorders (17%), personality and behaviour disorders
(15%) and neurotic, stress and somatoform disorder (11%).

On average, patients spend 10 days in community-based psychiatric inpatient units per
discharge. The proportion of involuntary admissions to community-based psychiatric
inpatient units is 17% while 11-20% of the patients were restrained or secluded at least
once in the past year.

Community based psychiatric inpatient units had at least one psychotropic medicine of
each therapeutic class (anti-psychotic, antidepressant, mood stabilizer, anxiolytic, and
antiepileptic medicines) available in the facilities or near by pharmacy.

Community residential facilities

There are 7 community residential facilities available in the country for a total of 1.75
beds/places per 100,000 population. These facilities treat 1.79 patients per 100,000
population. 43% of the patients are female and 37% are children. No beds are reserved
for children and adolescents. On an average, patients spend 39 days in community
residential facilities.

Mental hospitals

There are two mental hospitals available in the country for a total of 0.86 beds per
100,000 population. These facilities are organizationally integrated with mental health
outpatient facilities. None of these beds in mental hospitals are reserved for children and
adolescents only. Thirty percent of patients treated are female and 13% are children and
adolescents. The patients admitted to mental hospitals primarily belong to the following
diagnostic group: mental and behavioral disorders due to psychoactive substance use
(10%), schizophrenia and related illnesses diagnostic group (15%), mood disorders
(22%), neurotic stress-related and somatoform disorders (18%), disorders of adult
personality and behaviour (11%) and others, such as mental retardation, epilepsy (24%).
24% of the patients were admitted involuntarily and 11-20% of the patients were
restrained or secluded. The occupancy rate of these hospitals is 20%.

The average number of days spent in mental hospitals is 35 days. All patients spend less
than one year in mental hospitals. Some (21-50%) patients in mental hospitals received
one or more psychosocial interventions in the last year. All mental hospitals have at least
one psychotropic medicine of each therapeutic class (anti-psychotic, antidepressant,
mood stabilizer, anxiolytic, and antiepileptic medicines) available in the facility.
However, such medications are not provided free of charge except in the case of
psychiatric emergencies. The number of beds has increased by 62 % in the last five years.
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Forensic inpatient facilities

All forensic beds are in prison mental health facilities. Involuntary admission is common
but the use of restraints or seclusion is sporadic. There are a total of 200 beds (0.5 per
100,000 of the total population). Forensic facilities treated 0.76 per 100,000 population,
66% stay less than one year, and no one stays more than 10 years .

Other residential facilities

There are 7 community-based residential facilities in Sudan (more than 7, but the most
important are 7 traditional healer centers) with an estimated total of 760 beds.

In Sudan the traditional healing methods are shaped by the religious, spiritual and cultural
factors of different ethnic population groups. The practice is common in urban as well as
rural populations. Traditional healers may require long stay of patients and this may
prevent early detection of disease and early medical intervention by modern psychiatry.
However, attempts have been made to promote reciprocal communication and
intervention with traditional healers; there are many traditional healing centers.

Human rights and equity

All mental hospitals and the majority of inpatient and outpatient facilities in the country
are located in Khartoum City, the largest city in Sudan. Such a distribution of facilities
prevents access to mental health services for rural users. Inequity of access to mental
health services for other minority users (e.g., linguistic, ethnic, religious minorities) is
unknown.

GRAPH 2.1 - BEDS IN MENTAL HEALTH FACILITIES AND OTHER
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The majority of beds in the country are provided by other residential facilities (facilities
outside the mental health system), followed by community residential facilities.
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GRAPH 2.2 - PATIENTS TREATED IN MENTAL HEALTH

FACILITIES (rate per 100.000 population)
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Note: In this graph the rate of admissions in inpatient units is used
as proxy of the rate of users treated in the units. The number of patients in forensic beds on
December 31 is used as a proxy for patients treated in forensic units.

The majority of the users are treated in outpatient facilities followed by community-based
psychiatric inpatient units and mental hospitals.

GRAPH 2.3 - PERCENTAGES OF FEMALE USERS
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Female users represent over 40% of the total number of users of all mental health
facilities in the country. The proportion of female users is highest in inpatient units and
outpatient facilities and lowest in mental hospitals.

GRAPH 2.4 - PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN AND

ADOLESCENTS TREATED IN MENTAL HEALTH

FACILITIES AMONG ALL USERS
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The percentage of users that are children and/or adolescents varies substantially from
facility to facility (Graph 2.4). The proportion of children users is highest in residential
facilities, followed by mental hospitals.
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GRAPH 2.5 - PATIENTS TREATED IN MENTAL HEALTH

FACILITIES BY DIAGNOSIS
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The distribution of diagnoses varies across facilities (Graph 2.5): in outpatient facilities
mood disorders and other disorders are most prevalent, in inpatient units, schizophrenia
and other disorders diagnoses are most common, and in mental hospitals mood disorders
and "other" diagnoses are most frequent.

GRAPH 2.6 - LENGTH OF STAY IN INPATIENT FACILITIES
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The longest length of stay for users is in community residential facilities, followed by
mental hospitals and then community-based psychiatric inpatient units
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GRAPH 2.7 - AVAILABILITY OF PSYCHOTROPIC DRUGS IN

MENTAL HEALTH FACILITIES
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Psychotropic drugs are mostly widely available in all mental health facilities (i.e. mental
hospitals, inpatient units and outpatient mental health facilities).

GRAPH 2.8 INPATIENT CARE VERSUS OUTPATIENT
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The ratio between outpatient/day care contacts and days spent in all the inpatient facilities
(mental hospitals, residential facilities and general hospital units) is an indicator of the
extent of community care: in this country the ratio is 0.55.This means that there is less
than one outpatient contact per day spent in inpatient care.
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Domain 3: Mental Health in Primary Health Care

Training in mental health care for primary care staff

2% percent of the training for medical doctors is devoted to mental health, in comparison
to 4 % for nurses. In terms of refresher training on mental health, such a program has
only sporadically been organized to provide refresher training to primary health care
doctors, nurses and non-doctor/non-nurse. However, it has only been given to 20 doctors
from various states during 2006 and none of the primary health workers received such
training.

Mental health in primary health care

Both physician based primary health care (PHC) and non-physician-based PHC clinics
are present in the country. However, data collected are not sorted as such. A few (<20%)
primary health care clinics have assessment and treatment protocols for key mental health
conditions available. In comparison, none of the clinics in non-physician-based primary
health care have these protocols.

The majority (51-80%) of the primary health care clinics make at least one monthly
referral to a mental health professional. The percentage of referrals from non-physician
based primary health care clinics to a higher level of care (e.g., mental health professional
or physician-based primary health clinic) is the majority (51-80% of clinics).

As for professional interaction between primary health care staff and mental care staff, a
few (<20%) of the physician PHC facilities have had interaction with a complementary
/alternative/ traditional practitioner, in comparison to some (21-50%) of the non-
physician based primary health care clinics.
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GRAPH 3.2 - COMPARISON OF PHYSICIAN BASED PRIMARY HEALTH CARE

WITH NON-PHYSICIAN BASED PRIMARY HEALTH CARE
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Prescription in primary health care

Nurses are not allowed to prescribe psychotropic medications in any circumstance, but
psychiatric medical assistants are allowed to prescribe medications in some situations.
Primary health care doctor are allowed to prescribe only essential psychotropic
medications. As for availability of psychotropic medicines, none of the PHC clinics have
at least one psychotropic medicine of each therapeutic category (anti-psychotic,
antidepressant, mood stabilizer, anxiolytic, and antiepileptic) on a continuous basis in
comparison to a few (1-20%) clinics of the non-physician-based clinics.
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Domain 4: Human Resources

Number of human resources in mental health care

The total number of human resources working in mental health facilities or private
practice per 100,000 population is 0.92. The breakdown according to profession is as
follows: 0.06 psychiatrists, 0.09 other medical doctors, .12 nurses, 0.13 psychologists, .08
social workers, and 0.45 other health workers. Twenty-four psychiatrists work for the
Ministry of Health in mental health facilities, while 42 work in other sectors such as
higher education. Fifty Percent of the psychologists, social workers, nurses and medical
assistants work only in the government administered mental health facility, 21% work in
the non government or private setting and 29 percent work in the both. Private practice is
largely unregulated, especially in the case of psychologists and social workers. Figures
provided are best estimates based on official registration and data from professional
associations & Annual health statistical report 2007.

There is an uneven distribution of human resources in favor of mental hospitals and the
capital city Khartoum. Only 6 of the 25 states have psychiatric treatment facilities.

GRAPH 4.1 - HUMAN RESOURCES IN MENTAL

HEALTH
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Regarding the workplace, since all out-patient facilities are subdivisions of inpatient
facilities all psychiatrist working in government facilities work in both out and in patient
units. Ten psychiatrists work part-time in the mental hospitals. As for other staff medical
doctors (i.e., those not specialized in mental health), there are 35 non-specialized doctors
working in mental health facilities in the country. Non nurses (with diplomas only) were
working in mental hospitals. As for other mental health professionals, there are 50
psychologists and social workers working in mental hospitals. There are no occupational
therapists.
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The density of psychiatrists in or around the largest city is 4.49 times greater than the
density of psychiatrists in the entire country. The density of nurses is 4.9 times greater in
the largest city than the entire country.

Training professionals in mental health

The number of professionals graduated 2008 in academic and educational institutions per
100,000 is as follows: 0.17 psychiatrists, 3.6 medical doctors, 48.5 nurses - none of the
nurses have at least 1 year training in mental health care, 0.05 psychologists and 0.04
social workers with at least 1 year training in mental health care, 0.00 occupational
therapists with at least 1 year training in mental health care. All or almost the majority of
the psychiatrists emigrate from the country within five years of the completion of their
training. No mental health care staff attended refresher training on the rational use of
drugs, psychosocial interventions, 4% (1) psychiatrist was trained in child/adolescent
mental health issues in an at least two days refreshing training.

GRAPH 4.2 - PROFESSIONALS GRADUATED IN
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GRAPH 4.3 - AVERAGE NUMBER OF STAFF PER BED
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Consumer and family associations

There are three members of user/consumer association and 124 members of family
associations. The user association has started only in the last few months; the government
currently does not provide economic support for either consumer or family associations.
Few mental health facilities interact with these associations. In addition, there are other
NGOs in the country involved in individual assistance activities such as counseling,
housing, or support groups.

Domain 5: Public Education and Links with Other Sectors

Public education and awareness campaigns on mental health

There are no coordinating bodies that oversee public education and awareness campaigns
on mental health and mental disorders. The promotion of public education and awareness
Campaigns by government agencies, NGOs, professional associations, private trusts and
Foundations and international agencies in the last five years are unknown.

Legislative and financial provisions for people with mental disorders

At the present time, there is no legislative or financial support for employment, provision
against discrimination at work, provisions for housing, and provisions against
discrimination in housing for people with mental disorders.

Links with other sectors

There are formal collaborations with the departments/agencies responsible for primary
health care/community health, HIV/AIDS and substance abuse. One (1%) of the primary
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and secondary schools have either a part-time or full-time mental health professional
working in them. Few (1-20%) primary and secondary schools have school-based
activities to promote mental health and prevent mental disorders.

The proportion of prisoners with psychosis and mental retardation is estimated to be less
than 5% for each diagnosis. Regarding mental health activities in the criminal justice
system, less than 20 % of prisons have at least one prisoner per month in treatment
contact with a mental health professional. As for training, 2% police officers and 1%
judges and lawyers have participated in educational activities on mental health in the last
five years.

Domain 6: Monitoring and Research

A formally defined list of individual data items that ought to be collected by all mental
health facilities does exist. The extent of data collection is variable among mental health
facilities. The government health department received data from all mental hospitals,
100% community based psychiatric inpatient units, and 53% mental health outpatient
facilities. The data are not presented separately for the different facilities. It appears in the
annual health statistical report from the national health information center in the federal
ministry of health.

Research in Sudan is focused on epidemiological & community and clinical samples, and
non-Epidemiological clinical/questionnaires assessments of mental disorders.

In terms of research, few mental health professionals (less than 20% of psychiatrists,
nurses, psychologists and social workers) are involved in mental health research, as
investigator or co-investigator (including dissertations and theses). There have been 19
mental health research publications in indexed journals in the past five years, which
constitutes 2% of all indexed research in Sudan.

Table 6.1 - Percentage of mental health facilities collecting and compiling data by type of
information

TYPE OF
INFORMATION
COMPILED

MENTAL
HOSPITALS

INPATIENT
UNITS

OUTPATIENT
FAC.

N° of beds 100% 100% NA
N° inpatient
admissions/users
treated in outpatient
facilities

100% 100% 100%

N° of days
spent/user contacts
in outpatient
facilities.

100% 100% 100%
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N° of involuntary
admissions

0% 0% NA

N° of users
restrained

0% 0% NA

Diagnoses 100% 100% 100%

GRAPH 6.1 - PERCENTAGES OF MENTAL HEALTH
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In order to put the information contained above into context, comparisons with regional
norms are made. Sudan, like most countries of the Eastern Mediterranean, has a mental
health policy. However, in comparison to other countries, it was revised only recently.
Community care for patients is limited as seen in many low and lower middle income
countries. Expenditure on mental health is not specified from the total expenditure
following the trend of most low and lower middle income countries. The poor
involvement of primary health care services in mental health is also a feature shared with
many low and lower middle income countries. In contrast, the proportion of psychiatric
beds located in psychiatric hospitals to the total psychiatric beds in the country is well
above the average for the region of the Eastern Mediterranean. The number of
psychiatrists per 100000 population is lower than that of the majority of countries in the
region of the Eastern Mediterranean, and below average as compared to the lower middle
income countries in the world (Mental Health Atlas WHO, 2005).The striking aspect of
the manpower distribution is the concentration of 80% of professionals in Khartoum
which has about 18 % of the population of the country.

In the last few years, the number of outpatient facilities has grown significantly
throughout the country. Moreover, efforts have been made to improve the quality of life
and treatment of patients in mental hospitals. Some aspects of life in hospital have
improved, but the number of patients has steadily grown. Unfortunately, the lack of
human and financial resources to community mental health is a significant barrier to
progress in the treatment of patients in the community. As a result, no significant
progress has been made in provision of affordable medication, housing or employment
for patients in the community.

Next Steps in Strengthening the Mental Health System

Domain 1

" Improving the quality of mental health services according to the patient rights.

Domain 2

" Creation and the strengthening of community-based facilities (e.g., mental health
outpatient facilities, community-based psychiatric inpatient units, etc.).

" Increasing availability of essential psychotropic medicines
" Improving equity of access to mental health services
" Increasing the mental health services for children and adolescents.

Domain 3
" Increasing the training in mental health for primary care staff.
" Integration the mental health with traditional healers
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" Integration of mental health in the general services especially in primary health
care.

Domain 4

" Increasing the numbers of psychosocial staff (e.g., social workers, psychologists,
etc.).

" Development of mental health users and consumer & family association.

Domain 5

" Development of formal collaboration in the form of laws, administration, and
programmes with (other) health and non-health sectors aimed at improving mental
health ( Mental health council )

" Increasing the mental health system's links with other key sectors (e.g.,
department responsible for HIV, education, etc).

Domain 6

" Improvement of the mental health information systems.
" Development of mental health campaigns.
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SUDAN WHO-AIMS

As a developing country, there are a number of contextual factors that need to be
considered in understanding the current state of the mental health system, of
Sudan including the socioeconomic situation and poverty suffered by most of the
population as well as the high proportion of illiteracy, especially among women. It
is also important to note that Sudan has experienced natural disasters such as
drought and floods, as well as man-made disasters such as civil war and tribal
conflicts.

The World Health Organization Assessment Instrument for Mental Health
Systems (WHO-AIMS) was used to collect information on the mental health
system in Sudan. The goal of collecting this information is to improve the mental
health system and to provide a baseline for monitoring the change. The results of
the assessment illustrate positive areas of the mental health system as well as gaps
that need to be studied and addressed. There are scarcities in mental health
services at all levels, in terms of availability, accessibility and affordability. There
is also a shortage of human resources and trained mental health professionals. The
lack of mental health insurance schemes and the unequal distribution f mental
health services, in favor of the capital city is also a concern. The budget allocated
for mental health services is not known, and could not determined.

One of the biggest challenges is to introduce mental health services at the primary
health care level, in order to increase the accessibility and availability of mental
health care. Integration of mental health may help in fighting against social
stigma as stigmatization against people with mental disorders is deeply rooted in
Sudan. With regard to policies and laws on mental health, after a long waiting
period, a national mental health policy was developed and is now in the process of
being translated into the form of a strategic plan.

Protection of human rights with regards to the person with mental disorders it is
untouched area, with little training available. Availability of data and research on
health is severely limited for all aspects of health in the Sudan. However, for
mental health the situation is worse as there are no studies to determine the
magnitude of the problem.

Mental health has not received enough attention and priority until very recently.
However, there are currently a number of ambitious programmes are in the
pipeline.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

IBRAHIM OSMAN IBRAHIM IDRIS,
Detainee, Guantanamo Bay Naval Station,

MOHAMMED IDRIS,
Next Friend,

Petitioners,

v.

BARACK H. OBAMA,
President of the United States, et al.,

Respondents.

Civil Action No. 05-1555 (RCL)

[PROPOSED] ORDER

Upon consideration of the Motion of Petitioner For Judgment On His Petition For

A Writ Of Habeas Corpus, it is hereby

ORDERED that the motion for judgment is granted; and it is

FURTHER ORDERED that the petition for a writ of habeas corpus is granted;

and it is

FURTHER ORDERED that the Government take all necessary and appropriate

diplomatic steps to facilitate Petitioner’s immediate repatriation to Sudan.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated:_________________________ ________________________
ROYCE C. LAMBERTH
Chief Judge
United States District Court
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